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N ANNUAL MEMORIAL SERVICES ELKS ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS A YEAR TO
JP IN HOPKINSVILLE AND
SAVE YOUR RAILROAD FARES PAY TRIBUTE TO THEIR HONORED DEAD CONDUCT SALOON IN HOPKINSVILLE
PROPOSITION Of
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come to Hopkinsville and do their
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FARMERS ATTENTION
Do you want the highest market price for your tobacco. If so profit by the experience of other and sell your crop on
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Last year proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that the competition on the Loose Floor cre • eci prices on all grades of ,toba co whi_ were not equalled in the country.
On the Loose Floor you will sell your tobacco the day it's delivered and receive your money diectly after the sale. Therefore you have no losses in weight, nor interest to pay nor insurance. You have the competition of the Imperial Tobacco Co , American Snuff Co:, Italian Regie Co. and a the independent buyers.
We have room to strip your tobacco.
o182m
Send us your tobacco and we will obtain the highest market prices.
Planters Warehouse,
Sales Tuesday and Friday
Hopkinsville, Ky
of Each Week.

M. H. TANDY Ca CO.

I
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WASTED PATRIMONY LITTLE BABY 'ON THE GREAT DITCH
CURED Of ECZEMA

Women Inclined
to Constipation

Women, owing to their peculiar func- IN RIOTOUS LIVING AND ENDED
are prone to constipation, and
many of their other ills are due to this
HIS LIFE
congestion in the bowels which fills the
blood with impure matter that permeates
the entire system. In most cases foul
breath, bad complexion, sick headache
and such like ills are primarily caused
Galloway, Well Known Young
by constipation or indigestion.
Women should be happy to learn of
Man of Guthrie, Blows Out
remedy that cures constipation and indigestion,
and that has such other ingredients as purify :
His Brains.
the blood and tone up all the digestive organs.
This remedy is Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
which can be bought at any drug store for
50 cents or Si a bottle. Women have been curing
themselves with this remedy for sixteen years,
and the offer of years ago still stands to-day, that
you buy Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin with the
GUTHRIE, Ky., Nov. 29.—Mr.
understanding that it will do as claimed or your
'George Galloway, la young man
money will be refunded,
This great herb laxative compound is espec- ; about 29 years of age, killed himself
ially suited to the delicate system of women because of its gentle but prompt action, its pleasant ' in his rooms by shooting himself
taste and its freedom from griping. It does not
weaken like purgatives and cathartics, but , through the right temple, dying inbuilds up and strengthens. It is a guaranteed stantly. He arose and dressed himpermanent cure and should be as steadily in
your home as in that of thousands of others. self as usual and told a negro boy
Women use it themselves and give it to children
Id preference to any other laxative because it is ; who had been with him for several
guaranteed to do what a good laxative should weeks nursing him through a prodo, and does it gently. Mrs. Tyner. of 838 Mo.
Laren Ave., St. Louis. Mo., is glad to say that it tracted spell of drinking, in case
Cured her constipation and stomach trouble and
recommends it to American womankind. She is!anything happened to him or he
but one of thousands who are loud in praise of it.
telephone either Mrs.
You who have never used !t should begin to- I should die, to
day. You will date your freedom from sickness i F. B. Dawson, of Hamby Station, or
to the day that you start the use of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Your druggist will sell I Mr. Jim Garnett, of the same place,
you a bottle under our absolute guarantee.
him a slip of paper with

tions,

a

•••

i

Those wishing to try Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin before buying can have a free sample bottle sent to their home by
addressing the company. This offer is to prove that the
remedy will do as we claim, and is only open to those
who have never taken it. Send for it If you have any
symptoms of stomach, liver or bowel disease. Gentlest's.
yet most effective laxative for children, women an old
folks. A guaranteed, permanent home cure. THE
PUBLIC VERDICT: "No Laxative So flood and Sure
as DR. CALDWELL'S SYRUP PEPSIN." This product
bears purity guarantee No. 17, Washington, D. C.

FREE TEST

PEPSIN SYRUP CO.
118 Cr.lthvell

Bldg., Monticello, III.

.••••""'
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BOVEMBER 11th TO
DECEMBER 1st

handing
these names and address upon it.
He then told, the boy to go and tell
Mr. Robert/Burrus, the police marshal, to come to see him, that he
wanted to talk to him. When the
negro returned with Mr. •Burrus
they found Mr. Galloway lying
across the bed. fully dressed, with a
bullet hole in his right •temple,
quite dead. He had taken his pistol,
a 38 Smith & Wesson, wrapped a
pillow slip around it and his hand
to muffle the report.
Mr..Burrus immediately telephoned the parties above mentioned,
Mrs. Dawson being his sister and
Mr. Garnett his brother-in-law, and
they arrived on the S o'clock train
and took charge of the remains ;and
took them to Hamby Station for

Aretino Talking
lOr. Earl Wethers, of Elkton, the
Machine FREE county
coroner, held an inquest and
interment.

-
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FIFTY MILLION DOLLARS HAVE

Parents Applied to Hospitals and
Doctors but Could Get No Relief—Grew Worse Under Doctor's
Prescription — Friends Recommended Cuticura— Result

A SPEEDY AND
PERMANENT CURE
"We express to you herewith our best
thanks for the cure of our baby from
eczema. The eczema appeared when
the child was three months old. We
applied to several doctors and hospitals,
each of which gave us something different every time, but nothing brought relief. A physician recommended a salve
which we threw into the fire after two
days' use as the eczema became worse
so that the baby scratched his face. At
last,2ne of our friends recommended to
us Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment. A few days afterwards improvement could be noted. Since then we
have used nothing but Cuticura Soap
and Cuticura Ointment, and now the
baby is six months old and is quite cured.
All that we used was one cake of Cuticura Soap and two boxes Cuticura Oint-

ment, costing in all $1.25. Even the
poorest man can pay that instead of
throwing it into the doctor's lap. I
myself only make twelve dollars a week
as a teamster, but I recommend the
Cuticura Remedies strongly to all mothers whose children suffer from such diseases. They are cheap, harmless and
good.

C. F. Kara and Wife, 343 East

65th Street, New York, March 30, 1906."

FOR SORE HANDS
Soak the hands on retiring, in a hot,
creamy lather of Cuticura Soap. Dry
and, anoint freely with Cuticura Ointment, and in severe cases spread the
Ointment on thin pieces of old linen or
cotton. Wear during the night old,

loose, kid gloves, with the finger ends
cut off and holes cut in the palms, or a
light bandage of old cdtton.
Complete External and Internal Treatment for Every
Humor of Infants, Children, and Adults consists of Cudcur. Soap (25c.) to Cleanse the Skin,.Cuticura Ointment
(.50c.) to Heal the Skin, and Cuticura Pills (Chocolate
Coated, 25c. per vial of 60)to Purify the Blood.
Sold throughout the world. Potter Drug & Chem.Corp.,
Sole Props., Roston, Mass. Depots. London,Newbery,27
Charterhouse Sq.; Paris, Roberts,6 Rue de la Pair.
lairMailed Free," How to Cure Skin Tortures."

ALREADY BEEN SPENT

Isthmian Commission

Issues

i

•

1.f.% -la's i•ii
! klii

Ca;Cera arfi Lai g ea Remedy
Report
I

On Panama Canal, Which Shows
Work is Progressing Rapidly.

f.
WASHINGTON, Nov. 29.—The
annual report of the Isthmian Canal
Commission shows that the total expenditures for theryear;:have been
$48,283,110.37, and an available balof $31, 328,458.21.

The project adopted by congress
was estimated by the board of consulting engineers to cost $139,705,200
exclusive of sanitation and expenses
of the Zone.government.
The estimates submitted also did
not provide for water works, sewers
and paving in Panama and Colon,
nor was any provision made for reequiptmeut of the of the Panama
railroad. Under the circumstances
the foregoing figures were prepared
to 'show the amount expended for
the constructiod of the canal on estimates under which the commission
is operating.
The report declares it has been
shown that the work can be done
better, cheaper and more quickly
by the government than by outside
con tractors.
The report dwells at length on the
work to improve sanitary conditions
in the isthmus, and shows that this
work has progressed wonderfully.
There have been established 33 hospitals and the men have all comforts
for their health and good living.
The entire personnel'gof the commission was changed during the fiscal year. This was brought about by
the transfer of Gov. Chas. Magoon,
on Sept. 25, to administer affairs in
Cuba, by•the acceptance of the resignations of T. P. Shonts, chairman.
and J no. F. Steven, chef engineer.
The army and navy then took chasge
and it has Peen progressing steadily
Si nce.

Almost every family has need of
a reliable remedy for colic or diarrhea
at some time during the year.
This remedy is recommended by
dealeri who have sold it for many
years .Ind know its value.
It has received thousands of testimonials from grateful people.
It has been prescribed by physicians with the most satisfactory results.
It has often saved life before medicine could have been sent for or a
physician summoned.
It only costs a quarter. Can you
afford to risk so much for so little?
;
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it was decided he come to 1114 death
by self-inflicted pistol shot wound.
About $50 in money, a diamond stud
Retur's to mopkinsville.
arid several watches were found in
had
an
account
his pocket, and he
with the Farmers & Merchants"
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Otho Vaughn and family have re'
bank here.
It is supposed Galloway was de- . turned from Birmingham, Ala. Mr.
(Incorporated)
spondent from a protracted spell of Vaughn will resume his former poJoe P.P'Pool, Pres. Op Court House drinking. Several years ago his .
Public Sale.
tion with the Southern Express cornfather died, leaving him eight or ten , pany.
--ts-i•;41iJs-1,1------, thousand dollars, which he ran:
I will sell all my stock, farming
) through in about a year. Mr. Gallo I
HAIR
Married at Courthouse.
implements etc., on the premises, to
"u
'
i "114Z. way had lived in Guthrie for about!
, P"'" 4"4 b"!"-lt:r
the highest bidder Monday 16th at
4•,:sr?!1;,:elisi:iill%illnetstrs:"Cirsa;. • •
'
Hair to its Youthful Color. : eight or ten years. •
(From Friday's Daily)
10 o'clock.
C4res srAlp diseases & hair falling. i
J QE KENNEDY.
hay'recently added to their large line of goods which
—was-60e,and 1.00 at Dru
they
carry in their Up-to-Date Department Store a
Two
marriages
were
solemnized
• King-Pace.
last Thursday afternoon at the
Loose Floor.
courthouse by Coonty Judge James
Houston Pace, formerly of this
Breathitt. The contracting parties
county, son of Mr. W. B. Pace, of
Tobacco continues to sell at high
were arnes Charles Pryor and Miss
Herndon was married last Wednesin which you will find many of the household necessiMary R. Gladdish and Arthug Cu!- prices on ttic floor. We quote the
day evening at Plainview, Tex., to
ties. Let us mentien a few of the values—
ley and Miss Ella Hansaker. They market as heretofore: Lugs, 5.50 to
Miss Annie Mabel King, a popular
reside in the Bainbridge neighbor- 7.50, common leaf, 8.00 to 9.00; meyoung teacher in the high school of
dium leaf, 10.00 to 11.00. We have to
'hood.
that place. Mr. Pace is a deserving
say again no good tobacco has been
•
•
and popular young man. and has
delivered, but we certainly look for
been a resident of the Lone Star
high prices on such styles. Send us
Such as Peruna, Swamp Root, Wampole's Cod Liver Oil, Scott's
state about three years. • He is railEmulsion, Hagee's Cordiai of Cod-liver-oil, Miles' Nervine, King's
your tobacco while the prices are
'road.agent at Plainview.
New Discovery, Pinkham's Compound, Wine of Cardui, Prickly Ash
How James J. Hill Would Better Con- high. You can get your money the
Bitters, Hood's Sarsaparilla, S. S.S. and all other popular remedies at
•
day of sale.
ditions.
the same price.
M.
H.
TANDY
&
CO.
A few doses of this remedy will inMrs. Buckner's Will.
•
variably cure an ordinary attack of
NEW YORK. Nov. 29.—"What
diarrlicea.
needs
above
everything
Such as Califonia Fig Syrup, Bromo Seltzer, Mellin's Food, Dr. FenThe will of the late Mrs. Sarah this country
It can always be depended upon,
Night Riders at Cadiz.
ner's Golden Relief, Sloan's Liniment, Wizard Oil, Radway's Ready
else
is
the
rest
cure,"
said
James
J.
even in the more severe attacks of Buckner was probated in county
Relief, Mexican Mustang Liniment,Pond's Chamberlain's Cough Remcramp colic and cholera morbus.
court. The instrument is dated July Hill, who arrived in tOwn, in dised:-, Cuticura Ointment, and we can furnish you any other 50c preIt is equally successful for summsr
cussing the financial situation. "We
The Cadiz Record says:
paration at the same price.
diarrh.cea and eholtra Mfannim in 13, 1901, with G. R. Oates and Harry all want to go tics sleep for a good
Casteria, 28c; OroNel's Chill Tonic, 35c; P. & W Quinine, 1 ounce
created
here
excitenient
was
Some
witnesses.
Mrs.
BuckW.
Watts
ar%
children, and is the means of saving
bottle, 15c; Mennen's and Colgate's Talcum Powders. 15c. We also
time,
and
wake
long
up
with
both
last Wednesday night by a crowd of
the lives of many children each year. per leaves her estate to her sons, •
have a full line of toilet articles which we sell on the same basis.
open.
The
cLuntry
been
eyes
has
When reduced with water and
"Night
Riders" passing through i
Harry C. and Upshaw Buckner, in
Upon request, we will mail ynu a complete list of the articles in
sweetened it is pleasant to take.
suffering from mistrust. While there towh, but they did not do anything
our
for
their
Drug Department, quoting prices on same, and if at any time you
trust
respective
families,her
Every man of a family should keep
in
the
is
an
easing
mercantile
credit
are
in
our city we win be glad to show you our large stock which we
except, cut a few telephone wires
this remedy in his home. Bny it now. other natural hefts having received ;
Respectfully,
tojl
carry
in
all departments.
the
people
who
isituation,
have
monthat we have heard of.
PRICE. 25c.
LARGE SIZE, 50C.
their share of her estate. Upshaw
holding
on
to
it
and
giving
ey
are
A crowd of about fifty are iePorted
Buckner.qualified as executor.
I checks instead. Nobody wants to to have crossed the iron bridge at
•
'let the meney go. The merchants the old ford that night between 8
i hate such a situation. It has put us and 9 o'clock and were seen passing
A Reliable
:on a papei bite's steel' as We were on through town on some of the back
11S+++++44-44++44-•-•-•-•-•-+++++++44-+++++44.4-44-4-•-•-•++444-4-•-•-40
Remedy
just af er tie civil s ar. We need a streets. They passed on up by the
rest e,it.-3
Arreli ctsitdepot and out the pike, and were
Lions."
Is guick!y absorbed.
heard of as far as Montgomery, but
•
Gives Relief at Once.
aside from a few telephone wires beTobacco
It cleanses, soothes,
ing cut that night, we have heard of
We are now ready to receive shipments
heals and protects
Can't think? Got
Renters, Growers.
nothing they did.
head or back ache?
the diseased- memPains all over your
DOGWOOD, PERSIMMON, HICKORY.
brane resulting from
Dollars,
homes in
Some of them were seen coming
body? Try—
Causrrh and drives
middle Teets ss. ;il i.ow your ,
p- back through here that night beTimber taken up on railroad in quantities to justify. Write
Trial
away a Cold in the
portunities.
tiatile•
12
and
1
on
a
tween
Welock.
postal
® Bottle
us for contracts, stating amount you can fur • '.
tol. particulars, o
stores
card will 1,1:
They were very quiet in passing
the Sens
Senses
of HAY
Head quickly.
ReIT'S LIQUID 10 Cts
Mac
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts.; at DrugTHE ANCHOR BLOCK MILLS CO., - - address lam ei 1
through the town, and very few peoEFFECTS IMMEDIATELt
gists or by mail. In liquid form, 75 uents.
REMOVES THE CAUSE,
)(11', Mayo'
DOAK A YD
ple knew until the next morning
Ely Brothers,56 Warren Strost, New York.
Relieves Indigestion. Pains alio.
4-++.
40++.44-444.
- .+444-4+44++44444.401444++40
Iteeraier einelieo& iee at drernriote
uilahowa, Teen.
wit
that they passed here.

:With $25 in fash trade. Aretino Re. cord FREE with .$10 in cash trade.
.Remember the Aretino Record fits
• all kinds of disc talking machines.

Che Racket

N. V. GERHART'S SONS

eALsAivi

of Clarksville, Tenn.,

..........10.4.....

Stocked

HAMBERAI

NEEDS REST CURE

DRUG DEPARTMENT

ALL $1.00 PREPARATIONS WE
SELL FOP, 75 CTS.

3,VIViajtbv-c=
442

All 50c Size Preparations We Sell for 40c

I

Ely's Cream Balm

CATARRH Feel

Bad

FEVER

a&

N. V. GERHART's SONS

To F rivo rs nd I mbermt n

•

•

a

•

WIIIEKLY KENTUCKY NW ERA.
'oman's Back

.

ties and pains caused by
d falling, or other displaceelvic organs. Other sympae weakness are frequent
.iness, imaginary specks or
'ating before the eyes, gnawn in stomach, dragging or
n in lower abdominal or pelvic
.greeable drains from pelvic
t spells with general weakness.
Isiderable number of the above
are present there is ao remedy
Ivo quicker relief or a more perthan Dr. Pierce's Favorite
t has a record of over forty
1t j the most potent
• • iLq.‘1,14,c..211_,Zzate.th,t_szaezni .!
wn
ical science. his made
yceric extrac s or-native medicis found in our forests and consuls e6t a drop of alcohol or harmful, or
abit-forming drugs. Its ingredients are
11 printed on the bottle-wrapper and atsteel under oath as correct.
Every ingredient entering into "Fa;rite Prescription" has the written enirsement of the most eminent medical
riters of all the several schools of prac.ce—more valuable than any amount of
,on-professional testhronials—though the
otter are not lacking, having been conributed voluntarily by grateful patients
in numbers to exceed the endorsements
given to any other medicine extant for
the cure of woman's ills.
-You cannot afford to accept any medicine
of unknown composition as a substitute
this well proven remedy OF KNOWN
seosmorr,even though the dealer may
tke a little more profit thereby. Your
,erest in regaining health is paramount
any selfish interest of his and it is an
,sult to your intelligence for him to try
) palm off upon you a substitute. You
now what you want and it is his bustless to supply the article called for.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the
riginal "Little Liver Pills" first put up
by old Dr. Pierce "ver forty years ago,
much Imitated but never equaled. Little
sugar-coated granules—easy to take as
candy.

YOUNG LADY BRUTALLY ASSAULTED 4
MONDAY AHEREN NEAR CERULEAN 44

.446-4—$.4.4-4-41.4,*4-444-44-4-44-44-L4-4-4-0-4.44-4-4-4.44.4.4.444.4

DRAGGED INTO BUSHES RY UN
KNOWN FIEND

TWO MEN WERE ARRESTED
The Victim Comes to This City And
Declares That Neither Was Her
Assailant.

NOT GUILTY

4

Senator Brown, Her Liberty.

Im

f

High Boots. for Ladies

4
4
4
4
4

Jury Gives Mrs. Bradley, Slayer of

WASHINGTON, Dec. 3.—After
a trial which has attracted wiiespread interest since its inception.
almost three weeks ago, the case 0!
Mrs. Annie M. Bradley, charged
with the murder of former United
States Senator Arthur Brown, oi
Utah, last night rested in the hand'
of the jury, and this morning ti
verdict of not guilty was returned.

Have Them!

4
4
4
4

in Pat and Russia Calf
Atm

4

The Golden Brown Lace t

4

Miss Ella Blanks, the ninetee.i
year old daughter of William Blanks
a highly.respected farmer of Irigg
county, was attacked by an unknown man yesterday afternoon,
Nature has just one pigment on
about 1:30 o'clock, dragged into the her pallette with which she produce:bushes and outraged,the brute mak^ all the marvelous tints of beauty,
and that one pigment is the blood
ing his. escape leaving his victim
The shell-like pink beneath the fin.
prostrated from the struggte
Lrer naik, the delicate rose of the,
she had offered. Miss Blanks was cheek, the cherry ripeness of the
on her way to Cerulean Springs, one lips, the irridescent brilliance of th,
mile distant, when she was attacked. eyes are all produced by the blood
Just as the permanence of a beauti
l'he man was hiding in a barn and
ful painting will depend' upon tie
caught her as she passed.
purity of the colors with which it is
As soon as she revived sufficiently painted, so the permanence of beauMiss Blanks gave the alarm and the ty depends on the purity of th.
incesed neighbors at once began a blood. Paint, powder and cosmeti,
won't avail to , preserve beauty
seirch for the fiend. Officers were
Beauty begins in the blood. Di
notified at every point and late last Pierce's Golden Medical Discover
ASSIGNMENT IS MADE BY LA FAY- nigh Marshal Gano Warder, of Gra- is a true beautifier, bedause it procoy, arrested two men at a house in vides for nature that pure blood wit'
aiETTE FIRM
that neighborhood where they were which alone she can paint. The us.
of this medicine will cleanse ti
spending the night. Marshal Warskin, heighten the complexioi,
Deed Fited by Thacker & Rives, With der brought the men here and 1o8ked
brighten the eyes, and give to. fae,
Isaac Hart as Assignee.—Owe
them up in the county jail, he arriv- awl form that radiance of healt.
ing with his prisoners just about which is the greatest charm of beauAbout $2,500.
midnight.
The men gave their ty.
This is not -a "patent medicine
names as Eugene and 0 1 Graves
because every bottle bears upon it.
A deed of assignment has been and claimed to be from Memphis, wrapper a full list of the ingredient.
filed by the firm of Thacker & Rives. where they say theft lather is a Send for free booklet to .Dr. R. V
of LaFayette. Isaac Hart is named business man. Ilhey are both well Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
as assignee and has accepted the dressed and claim that they can estrust. The liabilities of the firm are Eablish an alibi and their innocence.
Mrs. Hayddn's Death.
According re the story told by the
eetimaNd to be about $2,500 and
Mrs.
Eliza
Hayiloo, of ‘Valloni
&Beets $1,800. The accounts are du. prisoners, they are brothers and yesterday afternoon at 1:30 o'clock, the Ky., died yesterday from a stroke 0
,chiefly to Carter Dry Goods c
-*any, of Louisville. Nathan Plaut, time when the crime was con witted paralysis and will be buried at ti
rCincinnati,and Philips &Buttorff, they were in a livery stable here in D. D. Wall cemetery Wallonia at
of Na,shyille. The firm is compose() Hopkinsville and they say they can o'clock this aftetnoon. She was tit
itiew of the Hon. W. C.. ilaydo
prove this. fact. They say that they
of J. L. Thacker and D. B. Rives.
deceased,
the mother of Dr. W. .
left this city on foot soon after that
time and walked nearly to Gracey Haydon, of Wallonia, and the on
Here's Good Advice.
0. S. !Woolever, one of the best when they met.a wagon loaded with aunt, of Niessrs. Leslie and Luth
known :merchants of DeRaysville, lumber and rode into the toa n and Haydon of this city.
N. Y., says; "If you are ever trou- that having decided not to go furbled wieh piles, apply 13ucklen's Ar- ther in the night they secured lodg$100 Reward, $100
nica Salve. It cured me of them for
The readers of this paper will to.
good 20 'ears ago."Cures every sore, ing with the family where they were
pleased to learn that there is at leasi
wound, burn or abrasion. 45 cents at arrested.
Cook et:Higgins and Cook's PharThe people of the neighborhood one dreaded disease that science ha
been able to cure in all its stagts
macy.
where the outrage V. as committed •end
that is catarrh. Hall's Catarr ,
are very much wr-ught up over it. Cure is the only positive aura nov,
GUARDING WAREHOUSES.
Bloodhounds were brought to the known to
medical fraternit
disthe a
be.0
a eon -titutional
scene this m
morning fioin Sturgis but Catarrh being
eaee, requires a constitutional treatthey failed to pick up and follow any
ment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is takei
'SfURB,AY, Ky., Dec. 2.—Special
trail.
internally, acting directly, upon ti'
guards are being keep around all
Miss Blanks and her i•rother blood amid mucuous surfaces of th
tobacco warehOuses here on account reached Hopkinsville about 11:30 to- system, thereq dew'ying the foundation of -the disensie Kral giving th
of the many incendiary fires that day and went at once to the county patient strength by building up tie
recent*/ have secured, A pyromani- jail where the Graves brothers were constitution and assisting nature in,
confine°. The men were fed out otie doing its work. The proprietors have
ac is believed to be at large.
at a tittle teed in each &We tlo young so much faith in its curative power,4
lady announced positively as soon that they offer One Hundred Dollars
Beware of Frequent Cold -;
for any ease that it fails to cure.
Send for list of testimonials.
A succession of colds or a pro- as she saw them that neither of them
Address F. J. C121
.1r
0eNfr
o,Y0.
11,E
tracted cold is almost, certain to end was the man who had assaulted her.
in chronic catarrh, from which few They were then released from cus- I
Sold IV all Druggists,
personkever wholly recover. Give tody, but before leaving time jail they
76c.e
Tak-1 Hall's Family Pills
for eonevery cold the attention it deserves
and you may avoid this disagree- applied to Mayor Meacham for stipation.
able disease. How can you cure a transportation out of town. This the
cold? Why not try Chamberlain's mayor refused to do, stating that he
Banks Take Action.
Cougb :Remedy? It is highly re- didn't have the authority to give
commended. Mrs. M. White, ef
At Paducah and Mayfield the
Butler,!Fenn., says: "Several years transportation to healthy and able- banks have refused to receive the
ago I was bothered with my throat bodied men as they are.
and lungs. Someone told me of
Miss Blanks is a slenderly built cash sent there by various indepenChambtrlain'a Cough Remedy. I young lady, with an attractive face dent firms with which to make their
began utsing it and it relieved me at
purchases. The blanks are issuing
.nee. Now my throat and lungs are and abundance of brown hair. Sue clearing-house certificates and they
nind and well." For sale by Au_ described her assailant as a low,
erson4owler Drug Co., incorporat- ; slender man sour( where from tweu- decided that it might cause an emd.
ty-one to thirty-five years of age. barrassing state of affairs for them
She said he was a stranger to her to be paping for independent tobacco
Nuptial Notes.
land that he was dressed in a black with cash and association tobacco in
i
; suit with brown hat and that he had clearing-house certificates. At Mur(From Monday's Daily)
Idark hair and eyes. She said that ray, in Calloway county, and at
Last ,night at the bride's home his c'othes were very nice, in fact other points the banks are handling
the cash
near Era, Fred Lantrip and Miss above the average.
. Jennie Pollard were married, Rev. ;I The brother of the girl h tated that
Good Cough Medicine for Children.
P. P. Gladdish officiating.
the assault did not occur in the barn
,
The season for coughs and colds is
, as was first reported but that the
now
at hand and too much care can'
James Arkley Pyle and Miss Ada man was hiding in the barn and as not be used to protect the children.
Crick, Of the Red Hill neighbor- the girl came by on her way to Ceru- A child is much more likely to conhood, were married in the office of lean Springs he came out arid said tact diphtheria or scarlet fever when
a long he has a cold. The quicker you cure
the county clerk this morning by to her, "I have been waiting
,
time for you and now I
I've got you.„ his cold the less the risk. ChainRev. J.IM. Rasnake.
berlain's Cough Remedy is the sole
He then seized her and dragged her reliance of many mothers, and few
i
i
into some bushes where he accom- of those who have tried it are will! Badly Mixed Up
plished his purpose. The young lady ing to use any other. Mrs. F. F.
i
Abraham Brown, of Winterton,N. ran back to the house screaming and Starcher, of Ripley, W. Va., says:
Y., had. a very remarkable experi"I have never used anything other
ence; he says: "Doctors got badly crying and it was with difficulty that than Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
mixed up over me; one said heart the story was drawn from her.
for my children and it has always
disease; two called it kidney trougiven gotd satisfaction " This remA Dangerous Deadlock
ble; thfi fourth blood poison and the
edy contains no opium or other narfifth stomach and livez trouble; but iiiat sometimes terminates fatally,is cotic amid may be given as confidentnone of them helped me; so my wife
, stoppa •re of liver and ocwel func ly to a child as to an adult. Sold by
advised trying Electrie Bitters, i.ons. To quickly end this condition Anderson-Fowler Drug Co., incorwhich are restoring ME to perfect without disagreeable sensations, Dr. porated.
'
h. One bottle did
- more King's New Life PIM should always
chap all the five d
pre- be your remedy. Guaranteed aheoCI AIL SI M.CO Irt.
oed." Guarantee('
olood lutely satisfactory in every case or
Its Kid yds ito ArivrAs
31a,1 weak fleas •
naott„ mosey back, at Cook di Higgfns and Ono
:and kidney
*Pan
Co" Cook's Pharmacy. lie.
,Iggias sue
v.

GOES TO THE WALL
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Cloth Top and Other
Novelties

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

SEE SHOW WINDOW

Warfield aSi West Shoe Co.
Jas West, President

(Incorporated)

J. W, Warfield Mgr

The Exclusive Shoe Store

1—tatatattt
Dr. Isbell Honored.

UNLESS THIS BALLOT IS 'TRIM tiED CAREFULLY AROUND THE BLACK

Dr. G. P. Isbell, after spending
rho Thanksgiving holidays here, has
-eturned to Chicago where he is
almpleting his course in the McVeterinary college. He will
fraduate next March and has been
lected president of the class of 132
!members. He is the youngest meritor of the class and was chosen by
ractically a unanimous vote.

LINES IT WILL NOT BE COUNTED.

The soothing spray of Ely's Liquid
'ream Balm, used in an atomizer, is
unspeakable relief to suffers from
'atarrh. Some of them described it
ts a Godsend, and no wonder. The
Ala, foul discharge is dislodged
rid the patient breathes freely, periaps for the first time in weeks. Li(aid Cream Balm contains all the
ealing, purifying elements of the
olid form, and it never fails to sati fy. Soldlby all druggists for; 75c,
including spraying tube, or mailed
,y Ely Bros.,66 Warren Street, New
trork.
-•010111.adahn

Bears the
lignatare

9pc1LTA..
The K You Have Always Bought

1,44i

No. 67

Not Good After Dec. 10 1907

Children'sPopularity Contest
Be sure that you have the correct number of the district in which your
candidate lives as no tranfers will be made.

This Ballot Will Count One (I) Vote.
For
District No ........Address
Voted by
w' When fully filled out and received at the New Era office by mail or f
otherwise on or before the expiration of date shown above. Not good
after that date. No ballot will be altered in any way or transferred,
fter being IttEiNEd it
v Era office.

BUFFALO BILL'S TOWN BURNS. says that practically the entire
business section of the town was deBUTTE, Mont., Dec. 3.-A tele- stroyed by fire. The loss is roughly
phone message from Cody, Wyo., estimated at $100.000,

1Iifwitair witar Oar Oar motas, kiln/Oar4otor V1410111411iII1
I /I 0 II00/0 I4IMO IIONO mator

m vota,I*14

HOLIDAY TRADING
Should be Done BEFORE the RUSH
Don't Put Off Buying Your Christmas Presents
Until the last few days before

Christmas.

Come

now

have plenty of time to allow you through our large
elry, Diamonds, Silverware,

Cut Glass, Fancy

while we

stock

of Jew-

China,

Lamps,

Clocks, Toilet Cases, Toilet Sets, Rochester Platedware,
Cutlery.
and many other suitable gifts for CHRISTMAS

PRESENTS.

4

RELIABLE GOODS at RELIABLE PRICES. .
-r
n11•1•=1•1•1•1••••••••••••••••11111.6111111..

4

STORE OPEN

AT NIGHT

4
Naolf/NSV/L.L.E.
4
ttlrhatetiabia"stttl'tttlatt"'
_.s

•
0,

•

1

4.

•
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ON ALL CASH TIC E S

•

DE

A.

ED NOV.2(
.741•44•114=FAIliNNAII.Affit

Prhsent Them to Be Cashed Any Time from DI, 3rd to Dec. 17th, Attu Thrit Data They Are Worthless.
Form 72 Extra

a

Give
This
Mailer
Your
Prompt
A ttention
Now

Money
Back on all
Cash
Tickets
Dated
Nov 26

Contents NOT COUNTED by Agent andVELOPE
:- ...;;SEALED-INITH WAX in-P4V PROVENCE.

,
it

For

/sIgt"1„ 400es7",,

'

.le
)

TettilPft
a,r_e)o
fl

in

u

e&-klop farntit
presence of shipper.

envelope and exactly the same idea was carried out for the
similar
a
and
envelope
OCTOBER
fhe
of
reproduction
exact
an
The above photo is
today and found to contain the date NOV 26. Each separate
opened
and
November
of
day
first
the
on
selected
was
which
NOVEMBER DATE,
one date withdrawn and placed in the envelope and
and
up
mixed
thoroughly
excepted)
(Sundays
envelope
an
in
sealed
date in November was
express money order envelope showing our name on
above
of
back
the
is
BELOW
PHOTO
THE
burned.
immediately
all the remaining Ones
envelope was done in exactly the same manner as the October envelope.
the flap and then the THREE SEALS PLACED ON IT. The December
.4MMIMAMa
.
1,
SAPA.4MINAMAK 1.1.1•1•0•141114•01.1.

NOTICE TO. CONSIGNE.

1 Days
Cash
Sales
Given
Away
This
Mpth

f

Please

Get I
Tickets
With
All
Cash
Purchases

and if contents ?re not.as'i6Orse'rited9, l;res"ervkt
open this Envelope on the End,cutting the twine so as to preserve the seali,.
•

etch Here
Only.
a Pipers

When kr
.44,43)

"
0
'4 ye
fr
)

?so ntrint,A4o
-"if end of "

To be filled out only when containing Money or Securities in amounts $500 and over.
t_

Handled by

pate

Hour

-

Handled by

Date j

Hour

I
.

ONE DAY'S DECEMBER
CASH SALES

FREE!

for December, the month that one day's sales are
sales
cash
day's
one
away
giving
against
go
to
it
take
don't
it
NERVE! Maybe y ou think
When the November envelope was opened this
way.
this
in
year
the
up
wind
to
decided
have
wa
but
sales,
liable to equal a week's ordinary
WHITE, placed in an envelope like above and was
ALBERT
MR.
by
selected
was
date
DECEMBER
the
room
morning at 10 o'clock at our store
openek by him at our store room (you are Invited) on
be
to
Bank,
Savings
&
Commercial
of
cashier
Brannon,
placed in the keeping of Mr. Gus
CASH TICKETS on that date to THEIR MONEY
of
holders
all
entitles
contains
it
date
the
and
in.,
a.
WEDNESDAY,JAN. 1st, 1908, at 10o'clock
Jan. 16 they are worthless.
after
inclusively;
16th,
Jan.
Thursday,
to
2,
Jan.
Thursday,
BACK. Tickets can be presented any time from

Money
With
as
Them
With
Careful
as
Be
Purchases,
Cash
Ali
Wi!"4
Tickets
Call for
"ft%

er

•
lAth Phones, op. Court House

Red Front

0.9
k%holesale

e 'etail Grocers
111111111111111

14‘

•

,

•
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4040440
0

Scott's
ti• Emulsion
is an invaluable
remedy for
yourself and your
1 family.
It makes a thin
baby plump,a weak
child strong, a delicate woman robust,
:
an ailing man hearty.
Scott'.1'
4:11
Emulsion
I builds up the system
and in that way prevents disease.
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'10PENED THE GRAVEVeak Kidneys THOUGH THE RIBS BECOMING
ER

•

Weak Kidneys, surely Point to weak kidney
Nerves. The Kidneys, like the Heart, and the
Stomach, find their weakness, not in the organ
but in the nerves that control and guide
AND FOUND THAT GIRL'S COFFIN Itself,
and strengthen them. Dr. Shoop's Restorative is HEART TO HEART TALKS OVEF,
a medicine specifically prepared to reach these
WAS GONE
controlling nerves. To doctor the Kidneys alone,
THE WIRES.
Is futile. It is a waste of time, and of money as
If your back aches or is weak, if the urine
scalds, or is dark and strong,if you have symptoms
of Brights or other distressing or dangerous kidney disease,try Dr. Shciop's Restorative a month—
A Very Sensational Kentucky Murder Tablets
or Liquid—and see what it can and will Latest Fad In the Use of the Teledo for you. Druggist reconamend and sell
Is Recalled.—Sturgis Has a
phone. An Astonishing Dis-

Cemetery Mystery.

The grave of Mrs. Henry Delaney,
who was murdered fifteen years ago,
was opened this week at Sturgis. It
was found that the coffin containing
the oody had been removed and the
grave refilled. Henry Delaney and
All druggists: 50c. and $1.00.
Abbey Oliver were sweethearts years
ago and it is claimed that Delaney
accomplished the young lady's ruin
r1.4.,11-ii..vs-1.a.,11..vrif and her parents forced her to marry
Returning from
V. L. Oates C their daughier.
E. C. Gray
Morganfleld that night, where they
were married, and when a few miles
from town, a party of men,Delaney's
'*
1
friends, opened fire on the carriage
and the young lady was instantly
kiiled, the old parents wounded, and
Delaney was charged with murder.
At his trial, however, he was declared innocent, but about eight of his
friends, who were in the rescue party were sentenced to the penitentiary. The killing at the time attracted
g
i
Proprietors
attention throughout the United
States, as both Delaney and Miss
Oliver were two of Union county's
most popular young people and all
LIVERY,FEED and BOARDING:- the parties in the crime were of
prominent families.
This week T. C. Williams went to
Sturgis county to exhume the bogy
Kentncky
Hopkinsville,
and have it removed to another cemetery, and When the grave was openHorses Bought and Sold.
ed it was found that the coffin conEast Ninth Street
taining the body had been removed
Phones, Cumh.146,,Home 1107
and the grave refilled. Whether the
• wir.,a.re—Aa..virms..t-r-A.a..virxiL.ve,A. -body was stolen in order to prevent
C>4.,11,16.11, a post mortem or whether it was
to
Hunter Wood,Jr h stolen and sold to a medical college
&W Wood
is not known, but the matter has attracted a great deal of attention in
this section of the state. Henry Delaney still lives at Sturgis, where he
is employed by a big. coal company.

4•04404•04•000

Dr. Shoop's
Restorative
ANDERSON & FOWLER.
(Ineorperated)

FITHIAN KNIGHTS

covery Is Made.

How To Use Telephone By
"Chest System."

A

OT

1
Is an ordeal which aa
women approach witir
indescribable fear, foe
nothing compares with

the pain and horror oi
child-birth. The thought
of the suffering and danger in store for her, robs the expectant mother
of all pleasant anticipations of the coming event, and casts over her a
shadow of gloom which cannot be shaken off. Thousands of women
have found that the use of Mother's Friend during pregnancy robs
confinement of all pain 0..nd danger, and insures safety tv life of mother
and child
This scientific liniment is a god-send to all omen at the
time of their most critical trial. Not only does Mother's Friend
carry women safely through the perils of child-birth, but its use
gently prepares the system for the coming event, prevents "morning
sickness," and other discomforts of this period.
Sold by all druggists at
$1.00 per bottle. Book
containing valuable information free.
The Bradfield Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ga.

MCT EIFS
FRIEND

Place the transmitter tight
against your chest and the
receiver to your ear. Speak
in a clear, conversational
tone,and the message will be
communicated to the person
at the other end of the wire.

CROW WITH A GROWING BANK I,

C

t

Eclipse
Stable,

C

4
t

C

4

3

3 Wood & Wood kk
1

Real Estate
Agents

k Thousands Have Kidney
Trouble
and Never Suspect it.
Prevalency of Kidney Disease.

Office, Hopper Block.
ItomeiJ

d....
91,011,

Phones, 74 and 14-2

:sa..5-IrMIL.virr.1.-%1F-"11,..v(-A

Insure
against Accident or Sickness in the
best company in the business. Pay
your premiums by month or year.
The cost is such' a trifle you'll be
surprised. See

W. B. CALLS,
Fire, Life and Accident Insurance,
Hopper Building.

41-40-4.4-4.4.+++4-s4++4+++++++44-it.
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B

oys and

Girls

t

'to Fill Positions

I
A

DIE) you want a positionTas
Cashier, Clerk, Bookkeeper,
Stenographer, Telegrapher or
Typist? If so, call or write at
once, as we have placed all of
our pupils and friends who
have applied to us for help
and are. now in position to
4 place you if you want our help

•

Most people do not realize the atarming increase and remarkable prevalency
of kidney disease.
While kidney disorders are the
most common
diseases that prevail, they are
almost the last
recognized by
patient and physicians, who content themselves
with doctoring the effects, while the original disease undermines the system.
What To Do.
There is comfort in the knowledge so
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy,
fulfills every wish in curing rheurnatisni,
pain in the back, kidneys, liver, bladder
and every part of the urinary passage.
It corrects inability to hold water
and scalding pain in passing it, or bad
effects following use of liquor, wine or
beer, and overcomes that unpleasant necessity of being compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up many
times during the night. The mild and
the extraordinary effect of Swamp-Root
is soon realized. It stands the highest
f-)r its wonderful cures of the most distressing cases. If you need a medicine
you should have the best. Sold by druggists in fifty-cent and one-dollar sizes/
You may have a sample bottle and a
book that tells all
about it, both sentfree
by mail. Address Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y. When Houma &wimp-Root
writing mention this paper and don't
make any mistake, but remember the
naive, Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, and
klae address, Binghamton, N. Y.

"All to gain and nothing to lose" at

*fffffHf{--F 1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-
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It is not necessary to place one's
lips
to the traasmitter of a telephone
HELD 1 HEIR SEM-ANNUAL ELECto be heard at the other end of the
TION OF OFFICERS.
wire. The same results may be
obtained by placing tne transmitter
firmly against the chest and speaking in a natural tone, and this is no
Clyde Hill Is Honored by Being Chosen mental telepathy story.
If you have any doubts, place the
a Second Time as Chancellor
transmitter to your breast and tell
Commander.
"Central" the number you want.
This fact probably was tit known to
the telephone experts when they
prepared the instructions for use of
(From Friday's Daily)
the contrivance. They advise you
The semi-annual election of Ever- to stand close to the receiver.
The "chest system" will gain
green lodge, No. 38, Knights of
among those who have fear of
favor
Pythians, was held last night at
disease from using the
contracting
castle hall and there was a large attelephone. It is one of the most
tendance.
Open a savings account here in his name.
The result of the election follows: -sanitary ways that has. been disChancellor commander—Clyde M. covered, as there is little chance of
Two very important things soon result: The
communicating germs from the
Hill.
lesson of thrift and an amount of mo'nery
transmitter to the lips, or nostrils
of the person using the telephone.
large enough to give a beginning in business
The new system is sure to prove
when he is old enough to begin. The little
popular to taady husbands, who
saving A both you and he can make from now
"just got mixed up with the boys."
Many wives are so keen of perceptill them is what would be needlessly wasted
tion that they can almost detect
and yet the reward will no doubt prove the
certain odors over the phone. This
method of communication completefoundation of a fortunera successful life.
ly disarms even the most suspicious
wife.
The sound vibration in the lungs
We Pay 3 Per Cent Interest on Savimis
is communicated to the transmitter
through the chest, instead of
through the lips and is then carried
Accounts.
over the wire in the usual way.
The "chest system" is in accordance with the piinciple of stehoscope, whicle is used by physicians
to determine whether the heart and
lungs are sound. Every vibration of
the heart and lungs may be detected
by means of the stethoscope, through
,L4 r)rixa:
which a person may hear his own
CLYDE M. HILL.
Vice chancellor—Ed. J. Schmidt. heart beat.
A physician said last night that if
Prelate—A. M. Coleman.
he
had any doubt as to the sanitary
Master at arms—V. M. Atkinson.
Keeper of records and seal—W. condition of the telephone in the future he would place the transmitter
C. Wright.
TIME Cit#RD.
Master o'f exchequer—G.H.Cham- to his chest.
if
the
transmitter
He
stated
that
plin.
Effective May 26th, 1907
were held next to the skin that the
Master of works—W. D. Ennis.
He
sound would be much clearer.
NORTH BOUND.
Inner guard—Carl Keach.
No 332 Padecali-Cairo, and Evansville, Accom., leave 6:00 .
passing
the
sound
wave
said
that
Outer gua.ul—A. H. Towns.
"• 206 Evansville and Louisville Expresse
ii :20&. m
The election of Mr. Hill to the through the chest was on the same
28 Chicago-Nashville Limited,..
t
81F
,I?.
SOUTH BOUND. highest office of the lodge was an theory as the man who is deaf can
26, Nashville-Chicago, Limited
.6:36 a. it.
unusual honor. .He had held the not hear a watch ticking by holding
206,
Evansville and Louisville Express, arrives. . 6:26 p.
hear
it
disear,
but
can
it
to
his
t
6
office once before and his second
321 Evansville-Nashville Mail,
3.60 p. m.
elevation to the position evidences tictly by holding it against his
Nashville-Chicago Limited carries free reclining cnair cars and buffet
the fidelity and efficiency with teeth. However, he said that not sleeper. All trains run daily. Train 25 and 26 make 1(,cal stops ibetwcen
J.B. MALLON,lAitt
which he had discharged his duties. all deaf people were possessed of Nashville artd Princeton.
hearing
through
their
teeth.
After the business session was con•

••••.

Illinois Central Railroad

cluded, :a banquet was given at
Tate's cafe to the members of the
lodge by the newly elected officers
and it was a very delightful affair.
Send Your Cow, Steer, and Horse
Hides,

FOR SALE.

Fox's
Business
•
College

KILL THE COUCH

Dr. King's
New Discovery
sjR1C87.00.
FOR "oucHs
NOOLDS
Trial Bottle Free
••

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
umminommew

ft,"5.A.
he

'71

A

r

Altr.s.y'S Bic'

•

t"14tOH RCIAL&SAVINS3
flOPKINSVIL LE ti

Calf, dog, and other skins, to the
Crosby Frisian Fur Co., Rochester
N. Y., to be converted into fur coats,
robes, gloves, mittens or rugs. They
The following farms lying in Chris': are the largest custom
fur tanners of
tian county, Ky.:
large wild and domestic animal skin
1 One of the best producing farms in the world. Send for illustrated
in Christian county. An average of atalog.
1,400 Pounds of tobacco and 25 bu.
wheat per acre made on' this farm
Those desiring life insurance will
last year. Lies 33 miles from Hop- find it to their interest to investigate
I -3r Hampton Fox, Manager.
kinsville on pike. Contains 233 the plans and record of the Mutual
acres. Cheap at the price.
Benefit Life Insurance company of
Telephone 272
Newark, N. J. No Stockholders.
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
2 180 acris of unimproved land All profits divided among policy
adjoining tiNe above described 233 holders. It is conspicuous for eccnos-•40-•-•+4-•+•••••••-•-•-•••••••••••0
acre'tract. This land is well fenced mical management, liberality of it:
and water accessible.
policy contract, fair dealings with
its
members and.large annual divi
11111•111111•11KEENIW111•11111•11111111111111.
3 400 acre, well improved and in
dends
to - Juce cost of your insurhigh state of cultivation„ within 15
ance.
minute drive of Hopkinsville on
ly
H. D. WA.i.LACE, Agt
AND CURE THE LUNGS good pike. Ideal home.

WITH

Start
Your
Boy

Louisville te Nashville Railroad

DIRE DISTRESS.

TIME CARD

Effective April la. 1905

It is Near at Hand to Hundreds of
NORTH.'
SOUTH','
Hopkinsville Readers.
No. 62 St. Louis Express...10:12 am No. 61 St. Louis Express....6:1t, n
No. 64 St. Louis Fast
10:05 p m No. 63ISt. Louis Fast Mail
•3' avn
No. 92 Chicago and New
Don't neglect an aching back.
No. 93;,Chicago and New
Orleans Limited
6'07 a m
Orleans Limited:... 11 :64, p
Backache is the kidneys cry for
No. 66 Hopkinsville.A.ccom.8:66 p m Nc. 66 Hopkinsville Accorn 7:06 air
help.
Nos. 62 ard 64 connect at St. Lis for all points west.
Neglect hurrying to their aid
No. 61 connects at Guthrie for Meumphis line points as far south eaMeans that urinary troubles follow Erin and for Louisville, Cincinnati and the east.
Nos. 63 and 66 make direct connection at Guthrie for Loutsville, t
quickly.
Nos. 63 anp 65 also contioci
Dire distress, diabetes,:Bright's cinnati and all points north and east thereof
for Memphis and way points.
disease.
Nu. 92 runs through to Chicago and will not carry passengers ti .o
M. G. Long, farmer, one of the south cf Evansville, also carries through sleepers to St. Louis.
No. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon,Jacksonville, St.
best known residents of the country
klusta r
who lives on the large farm which and Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to NPW Orjeans.
mariGuthrie for points east and west
he owns, on the Iranklin road on
and a half miles east of Russellville
Ky., says: "I had marked symptoms of kidney ailments, particularZsTABL:SHED
ly in connection with the kidney secretions which at times were most
IF YOU WANT
Irregular and distressing. Once and
1111,
a while I would feel a heavy, dull
6 Ring, a Diamor.ka,Watch
aching across the small of my back,
always more severe after any overJewelry, Silver *are
exertion. My attention was attracted to Doan's Kidney Pills by advertisements in the papers and the
or Cut Glass
statements made by the people who
had tried them led me to believe
.im• _AO art The isEUT QUALITY AND
Yo//41 *sots
that they could be depended upon. I
'
,Rom us, IF YOU CANNOT OWN IN PERNOIrr,
MINTS 8108
procured a box and before Ihad used
OUN fATALOGUEL
the contents there was 'a vast improvement in my condition, enough
to prove to my satisfaction that
Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Doan's KidneY,Pills are fine for kidMoney Returned.
ney and bladder troubles."
For sale by all dealers. Price, 50c,
$1...ant1fut -oiored birth stone
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
SOUVENIR FREE
sole agents for the United States
for the asking
Remember the name—Doan's--and
take no other.
••••

•

1

4 277 7-10 acres, well improved,
Wanted a Good Man.
new buildings, stables, etc., lying
A man t- work in the store and
about 5% miles from Hopkinsville. one
A complete farm and highly produc- has that can sell goods, and one that
had some experience in booktive.
. keeper; must be highly recommendTract No. B. 77% acres lying mind, and must be a man that is not
church Hill neighborhood.
Six'afraid of work. No cigarette smokroom dwelling, barn, stable, new er or whiskey drinker or a user of
fences, etc. A bargain.
profanity ueed apply Must he honTract No. 7. Farm of 106 acres est and an all mound hustler. Marlying on Buttermilk road, 7 MINNA ried man prefered. If you can fill
from Hopkinsville pike extends the place and want to work, call on
within % mile of farm, 50 acres good or write to H. C. McGehee, Gracey
timber and balance fresh land. New Kentucky, stating salary.
wdtf
dwelling, stable and barn, barn capacity for 20 acres tobacco. Good
well and fine orchard.
It7 41.. 03 9r CO XLI
.431.
WOOD & WOOD,
The Kind You Have Always Bougth Bears the
Bears
the
Real Estate Agents.
Signature
4%
titmature
Hopper Block.
4
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Where tha Little Empty
Stocking Hands
1 R. R. Fares Free!
+•-••-•-.44444444++44-4-•-•-•+++•++++44-•-•-••

NCE in each year, very, very near the end of the twelvemonth, there
conies a certain night. It is a night Gf happy
Those who come on the railroads from 5 to 20
thoughts--of dear pleasant memories. Little children go, all-too=soon, to
and purchase $15 worth of merchandls,
bed, and the kindly old sandman delays his miles
will have their fare both ways refunded, those
coming, for a time at least, reluctant to interrupt their childish hopes and
who come 25 to 50 miles and purchase $25 will
hars. Grown up folks tiptoe stealthily, and have
their fares refunded. Here are the conditions, read carefully -Ask your local ticket agent
creakily about the house. The little empty stocking hangs alc the chiminey
.or
for your ticket, showing what you
piece--:a dear little, quaint little stocking,that paid;a receipt
arriving here buy from the members of the
is all too small to hold the precious things that the loving Saint will brin
Merchants' Associat:on. We are members of the
g before the dawn breaks on Christmas morning associati
on and will refund fares.Come here first
Pe,rhaps the little stocking will be a little larger at each recurring Christmastid
e, and hang alone. Or, in years to come, other, and
gpilttinier stockings may bear it company, perhaps; even there will
come a dreary time when the fireplace is bare, when longing eyes turn away and the
flickering light of the fire is hard and cold. But no matter.wh
at the years bring or take away, the spirit of friendship and of kindness remains,

-1

•••
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Handkerchiefs
--What kind of a store would a store be if it did not hold
hundreds and
thOuSands of Christmas Handkerchiefs Never before
in all the days of
our history have we equalled the endeavors that have
culminated in the
display that awaits you here.
Ladies' good Hemstitched Cambric Handkerchiefs,
worth 6c
Ladies' oure Linen Handkerchiefs,
worth 10c at
Ladies' pure Linen- unlaundried—Initial Handker
chiefs,
worth nee at....

2c
5c
1 Oc

Ladies' Beautifully Embroideried, all linen,
Handkerchiefs,
worth 25c, at

15c
Imported Linen Handkerchiefs, fine sheer quality,
plain or fancy,
at
•••• • • • • • • • 25e
Matchless quality in Hand-Embroideried
Hankerchiefs
at tOc to
$1.00

Leather Goods

T THE end of the busy year, full of efforts and struggle, comes
the season when we forget the trial andl
and welcome the opportunity—when we count our friends and
find them many--when we choose for
them remembrances--not hastily and because of the cost, but
because of the pleasure they will bring-.
When we realize, to the full, that life is worth living, becau
se for once, it is unselfish. If this store
may play its part during the trying days that lie between now
and Christmas Eve---if by a tremendous cut sale of
splendid, useful Christmas
it may lighten the strain on your purse---if by a perfectly courteops servi
ce and
superb assortment for your choosing, it may help to keep the puzzle
wrinkles from your forehead, it will have
done all we have hoped and planned to have it do. Gifts of every
useful nature are here—delightful inexpensive
ones for those who must closely reckon the incomings and outgo
ings—superbly rich ones for those-who need not
count the cost. Remember, this is not a mere Holiday announceme
nt, but a bonified Cut Sale of splendid seasonable and useful HolidajGifts. Three weeks ago when the
recent panic was at its worst, Mr. Anderson was in
New York, and with the ready cash bought clean fresh
merchandise for this sale at prices that have not obtained
since the low price days of '96. We have arranged the stock conve
niently for your inspection. Our salesforce
will find no effort too great if it helps you in your selection.
As an encouragement to out-of-town shoppers, the
merchants ofilopkinsville will; pay all Railroad Fares, for
all shoppers, both to and from Hopkinsville. Look
elsewhere in this advertisement for the conditions.

A

aifts,

•

Wonderful range of I adies• leather

ses and Hand Bags, new styles.
,
t rices range from 50c to $6 00

For Christmas---In All the Word Means---This Store is Ready!

What's Mores Appropriate Than a Cloak
•

cig ter
s veetheart nothin is mo e acceptara,ge sf piendiA values, priced in the reach
o
Old Santa's piirse, at $ 0 to 5

a

$10 Cloaks at $6.50
5 Cloaks at

Finest heavy weirht, pure wool
Kerssy Cloaks, best
ioak ing new bat.% le. 62 inch
long. Worth $10. Sale
orire
A splendid 62 inch black wool Kersey
Cloak, velvet
trimmed, Worth $5.00.
Sale pricp .

$6.50
$3.75

$5. Raincoats ;5:

Silk Raincoats

Voile Skirts

16 Ladies fine Cravenette
Raincoats, all sizes
Gray,
Brown, mixed and Navy worth
12.60 Sale price

6 Ladies Silk Zepher weight
Raincoats.
Tan, Navy and
Gray. Worth $20 to $22 Sale
price

Splendid quality A t r,an
Voile skirts, beautifully tailgred and trimmed. Worth $12.50.
Sale es'--

11 THING MUST GO
tiE continued w-irm we-ither has left US sAith too much clothing and
it must be
moved hrfort J intrdry 1st. Right i thr begi nin of winter
, to en you need
ls fling rnrist .we offer v slurs tht make hiditray shopping inexpensive and
easy.
Three lines of men's finest
hand tailored and Kimpenheimer !suits, as fine
garments as can be found
on any tailor's bench and
worth $25 to $30. Choice'

$22150

Odd Pants.

Fancy Underwear

60 prs. Mens' odd pants,: Men's fancy shirts and
good styles, all sizes,' d ra wer s, finest light
worth $3.60 and $4.00 at
weight wool, worth $1.25
to $1.60 at

3.00

Men's Finest Sheer Linen
Handkerchiefs, imported,
at

25c to 50c
How is This?
•

4ki
"
•••

Three lincs hand tailored
and Kuppfip.

5.00 Pants
nrs. boys cadet

ev

60 dozen Men's pure Silk,
I nitial Handkerchiefs,
large size. Vr—t appronriate Ch"
s
t,

Xmas Foot Comforts'
Men's Ladies''and Misses' yarn, lamb's wool solo Slippers, all colors- the soles only would be worth nearly the priee--at

50c

Bats Slippers
All sizes .in Men's and Women's bath room
Slippers,,all colors, at.

39c

Felt Slippers
Ladies'
ictoridu Mi
t tsers
'
eafeis
hnocyf

Slippers, turn soles
trimmed
to
all—$1 00

Umbrellas

$1.25

rt

•

Matter of fact sort of things aren't they? Certainly they are to the
person who hurries in out of the rain to buy one, because the one and the
only one has been left at home. Better change that. person's opinion by
giving an umbrella. that has far more charactei and b( auty than is usual
A gift that will bring a plea,sant and grateful thought of the giver in the
gloomiest day. All the new ones here at $3 00 to $10.00.

LADIES TAILORED SUITS
7 Ladies' finest tailored Suits,
perfectly plain or braid trimtnings—black, red, green and
bro vn, the season's latent
fashions, worh $26.00, sale
price
•

17.50
10 Ladies beautiful tailored
Suits, silk lined, black, gray
and navy. worth $20.00, sale
price

14.50
7 Ladies' finest./ all wool
Lyinansville serge.
"n lined

6 ladles' finest black or navy
Taff ta Lined Su ts—size 34 io
38—worth $30 00, sale price

20.00
A Skirt W_Inder
40 Ladies' splendid quality,
tailored skirts, taken from our
WOO, $6 00 and $7.60 lines—not
the newest skirts we have—but
all good ones—sale prices

3.00
Read This
14 Ladies' fine black—eat
ma Weave, tailored skirts
this fall's purchase "neir,

For Stout Lad es.
7 Ladies' splendidly tailored
Suits, pure wool cloth and
cheviot, silk lined. sizes 39 to
46. black only skirts of ;milereus width, coats specially
tailored for stout forms—they
were bougid, late 1st season
but are good styles, worth
$17.60, .ale price

7.50
$5.00 Suits

00

•

4 pieces P'aid Waistings
Worth 86c
Salt: price

4 Pieces bent all wool fancy mixtures

I 5c

1 'In
d
Men's
hem tit • h d Cam brie
‘verth 10
Ha•sok relit.
cents, at

Fine pure wool shirts and
drawers—heavy ribbed—
elegantly made—at

Extra heavy yarn sox—
long legs—heavy rib tops,
worth 25 eta. at

Away, occ. 7111,

10 Boys' evtra good ffesyy
weight long overcoats.
wort h $7.50 at

15 Boys'fine heavy weight
long --overcoats — worth
$12 50 to $15.00 :it

Men's finest Hand made
Kupp4tiheitner over coats,
new fabrics, new patterns,
worth $17.60 at

Men's finest Rain Coats,
the Kuppenheitner make,
worth 22.60, sale price

Men's finest dark blue
worsted_ suits, are winter
weight, cheap at $10.00, at

With everything that's
new in Neckwear at frein
25c to $1 00. This dc partment is sure tosolee many
of the problems of Holiday shopping.

Big line cheaper gloves,
in silk lined undressed
kid at $1.60 to

Nothing so delight the little boys as a pair
of rubber boots. Buy him a pair for chriftmas
—sizes 8 to 11—first time they were ever sold
here.

To Delight The Boy.

finest Chase plush lap robes—bought direct from the factory and marked very
low take choice of any of them at

Men's Fine Hemstitched Handkerchiefs, worth
15 cents at

300 little boys caps—all
shapes—worth 26 eta. at

Boys Caps.

100 Men's fine fur hats—
good styles 7 broken lots—
worth $2,00 at

200 Men's fine fur bats—
all shapes and styles
worth $2.50 at

- Men's . Hats.

If you find it impossible,to make your purchases in person, send us a mail order and your wants
will be attended to by our most experienced salespeople. Any article sent that does not suit may be
returned. Better come if you can, but if you can't, send an order stating as near as you can what
you wontttpd we will do the rest.

As we have said the store is ready. We hope, by nearly perfect service, to make it a helpful
and enjoyable place in which you mayo solve your problems. We have planned thoughtfully and
worked steadily to surpass all our p-revious, accomplishments. Will you use this store as an actual
convenience? Our sales force will be busy, busier than ever before, but not at all too hurried to extend every courtesy.. We are glad to extend a Christmas welcome.

months to come.
Here you'll find Smoking Jackets, Bath Robes, Suit Cases, Traveling Bags, Umbrellas, Gloves,
Furs, Lap Robes, Manhattan Shirts, Stacy Adams Shoes, Hand Tailored Trousers and the widest
range of gloriously beautiful new neckwear.
COME SATURDAY DEC. 7th, THE FIRST.DAY OF THE SALE.

Yes, we agree with you. "It's so hard to find any thing a man likes"—if you don't look in the
right place. We've made this the right place and your puzzle will be forgotten if you et us show
you bow well we have planned to supply things men care for. Here are bits‘of personal adornment
(for men are as vain as some other people after a.,1) and the things they need when they travel and
the needful things that make their business life pleasanter—and for those rare men who scorn all
that is not useful —a splendid choice of other things that the man you have in mind will cherish for

400 yds Finest Stripe r4nd Plaid Silt.
Dress Patterns, worth 76c to $1.00
Sale Price..

is a matter of great pride to us to note that the splendid prosperity of this section has withman and wostoo& the recent money panic better than any other section in the whole south. Every
no time re
at
Hopkinsville
in
banks
the
that
fact
the
in
pride
special
man in this section should take
certificates
cashiers'
of
issuing
the
to
resorted
time
fused to pay out money to their depositors—at no
This can be said of no other city in a radius of 400 miles. Now that normal conditions are fast returning, every individual who has any money locked up at home in any private box or carried around
in "their jeans," should immediately deposit it in a bank—or lend it to some worthy person on good
curity—and thus help the country to return to the old condition and made it possible for the banks
'gin lending money, which is the only possible way to bring about a return to commercial acwill
y. We will take a check on any bank in America—if you have the money there—and we
7th.
December
Saturday,
have no fear of the money either. Come to the sale

40 assorted colors in Pat.Leather Belts
worth 25 eta. at

OC

c,„

25c

300 pretty back and side combs, worth
15 eta now
200 beautiful quality back and side
......
combs, worth 2fic, sale price
Those worth 50 cents
for

700 yds beautiful qual ty Fancy Silk
Waist and Drees Patterns, wth 75c
Sale price

SILK SPECIALS

39

3 piece finest Wool
Worth $1.00
Sale price

Finest 64 inch Coverts in Tan and
Grey, worth $1.25
Sale price

Worth $1.00
Sale 'nice

6 pieces fancy suitings, Plaid & Stripe
New Shades, wotth 76c
Sale price

Finest imported Broad 01 ths in
Light Colors, worth $1.60
Sale price .....

HOLIDAY DRESS GOODS
57c
1.09
Plaid Wai tings
75c
1.00

TO

Beautiful t ssortment outing gowns, specially priced for this sale at

Many a Christmas stocking has held gifts
that were given after much puzzlii,g and wrinkling of brows, and that, alter all, weren't appreciated as greatly as the giver hope4. No
such trouble where gloves are given. None but
the best makes are sold here.
Fabric Gloves at 26c to 60c.
Real Kid Gloves for ladies, $1.25 to $4 pair

me fleeced shirts and drawers,
ladies' and misses' size, worth
50 cts. Sale price
Ladies' gray fleeced shirts and
drawers, worth 35 cents. Sale
price

Whats left of all our pattern hats—
many of the original New York creal
tions—None reserved all go—worth!
$3.00 to $15.00. Sale price

Millinery
Half-Price

25c
u Mies Vests & Pants
35c
25c
Why Not Gloves?

...tent Egyptian emit,. 1.„..,e, plain nlack—
mported direct from Germany—all sizes-North 36 eta, sale priee

Finest all wool Blankets worth $5 00and $6.00,
(come ill singles) per pair

B lank f4s, worth

Beautiful quality Silkoline Cotton Filled
forts at

Large cotton-filled Comforts,
price

Fine large fringed White Quits.
value, sale price

Pretty colors in Eiderdcwn Bath' Robes for Children. 3 to 6 years .id,
pretty ones 50e fineronee at
One more lot of those wonderful Lace Curtains samples -only .100 them—worth $2 o0 each,
sale price

Pretty quality Eiderdown Drepsing Sacques ribbon trimmed—worth 50
'
.........
Those worth $1.00 at.

Beautiful now patterns in flonnelette and outing Kimonas, Worth
$1.60 to $2.90. Sale price ....

50 Doz. Ladies' beautiful Embroideeied turn over collars—
worth 15 cts. now

Best Tapestry Rugs 9x12—new patterns, worth
$15.00, sale price

Velvet and Axminsteer Rugs,
. $22.60, size 9x 12, sale price

What's more needed than a new rug? Certainly these prices will make it easy to buy.

OAP
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Lesson X.—Fourth Quarter, For
Dec. 8, 1907.
THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
The Sind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
•. Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good"are but

The Pinnacle of Human Skill

tc4

i

Text of the Lesson, Ruth i, 14-22—Memory Verses, 16, 17—Golden Text, Ruth
i, 16—Commentary Prepared by Rev.
D. M. Stearns.

Has Been -

,
...4•••■••ort

Reached IN OUR CARRIAGES

100PYrista, 1907, by American Press Association.]

A beautiful story of the days of the
judges, when there was so much rebellion against God and when for a
time "every man did right in his own
eyes" (Judg. xvil, 6; xxi, 25). Through
all God had His Othuiel and Gideon
and Barak aud Jephtha and others and
was quietly and surely working out
His eternal purpose. The last word in
this book, David, tells us one reason
why the book was written. The first
and last titles of Christ in the New
Testament associate Him with David
(Matt. i, 1; Rev. xxii, 16), the name
used more than any other in the
It relieves
and whose throne is yet to
Scriptures
and
give worldwide blessing. The closing verses of the book inform us as to
The Children's Pa4,aeea—The Mother's Friend.
his ancestry for several generations
and that Ruth of our story was his
great-grandmother and that her husband Boas was the son of Rahab of
Jericho, both of these women having
honorable mention in Matt. i, in which
chapter David is the only man called
a king, although the names of many
kings are given. The story of this
book is a foreshadowing of the time
when the weary gleaners shall possess the field in that morning when
God shall help Israel and the meek
shall inherit the earth (Ps. xlvi, 5, margin; xxxvii, 11; Matt v, 5). Our kinsman Redeemer, the true mighty man
of wealth, shall redeem the inheritance
?NC CIENAOR COMPANY. Y? MURRAY STACEY% NEW YORE cmr.
and deliver the whole creation from
the bondage of corruption into the
glorious liberty of the children of God
(Rom. viii, 21-23). "The kingdom shall
be the Lord's" (Obad. 21).
Some one has outlined the book as
follows: Chapter i, Ruth deciding;
chapter 11, Ruth gleaning; chapter Hi.
Ruth resting; chapter iv, Ruth rewarded. The lesson assigned us is in, the
first portion, but we must look a• little
at the context.
It looks as if Elimelech and Naomi
made a misstep in going to Moab, but
Incubators and Brooders.
God overruled it as He does all things
The
Bradley machines stands the
—to work out His purpose. "Surely
fertile eggs,
the wrath of man shall praise Thee;
raises strong healthy chicks. See
the remainder of wrath shalt Thou restrain" (Ps. lxxvi, 10). The loss of her
their local agent C. L. DANIEL at
Office, over Bank!of Hopkinsville,
husband and two sons in the laud of Main, St. Phones—Thmb., Office,
his poultry yards. South Virginia
Moab looks to Naomi like a chasten- 121; Residence, 105, Home Phone,
street. Cumb.'Phone 718.
w tf
.
ing, for she says, "I went out full, and 1220
—
alb Lord hath brought me home again
lo0411.1Att.4.
empty" (verse 21). The going out was
hers; the bringing home was the
Lord's. She said, "The hand of the
Lord is gone out against me;• * * the
Lord bath testified against me; the Almighty hath dealt very bitterly with
is very unwise eoonomy in or- me, and the Almighty hath afflicted
der to save a few dollars to leave me" (verses 13, 20, 21). Yet doubtless
property without INSUR- she would afterward add, "Before I
your
ANCE PROTECTION. The best In- was afflicted I went astray, but now
vestment a man can make is a small have I kept Thy word" (Ps. cxix, 67).
For the next 20 Weeks, beginning July 30th, the following merchants will give a ticket with every
If not insured let us take The fullness of blessing which came to
been
have
not
could
Ruth
through
her
Cash Purchase, which you can vote for the church, lodge, society or individual of your choice.
10c
care of the matter for you. Don't
emptied.
been
had
she
unless
known
now!
one receiving the greatest number of adverti•ing votes gets the Piano Free.
The
delay! Act
Broken and emptied vessels are the
kind the Lord uses. The name "Almighty" is suggestive of this, a name
Insurance,
used in Gen. xvii, 1, and more
first
Office
times in the book of Job than in all
the rest of the Bible. Job, although a
servant of God, thought a great deal
of himself (Job xxix), but after he had • Try a loaf of Whole Wheat Bread,pure, sweat and
THE
Articles, Leather Goods and
nutritious. Full line confections. lee cream in any
his eyes opened to see and abhor himquantity delivery to any part of .the city. Cumb.
self he was blessed as never before
Phone 7a3-2. Home Phone 1143.
(chapter xlii).
That Naomi should urge her sons' •
o,rgn rte.
pyr
t ivainv all caouattr:loes,
oillt;itf.
wrp
wives to return to their idolatrous
re t%
tered. Send t•lieich, biosiel or Ilioto, torfri
homes and people seems strange when
report on patentability. ALL BUSINESS
AND
she knew the God of Israel to be the • Complete optical department.. Makes a specialty of
STAICTLY CONFIDENTIAL. Patent practice
Surpassing referenotis.
the
testing
only true God, but she was not specialNY ileavrake inventors should have our handatents,W hat inline of high grade Watches.
complete
our
see
and
book on How to obtain and Se
time
that
about
Lord
ly joyful in the
ventions will pay.How to get a rtner.and other
Main
street.
north
8,
No.
address.
any
Valuable information. Sent tree-to
and was so lonely herself that she
seemed to think only of the temporal
welfare of her daughters-in-law. We
TO THE
do not say but that she should at all
Vir St., opp. Hotel Latham. Phones 437 and 1316
Corner Virginia and Tenth streets. Special at.2osts have sought to win the Moabites
but Christians will4 • tention given to boarding horses. Cumberland
to the true
•
phone 38, Home phone 1237
of the world by
out
people
win
never
going down into it and being con• 'NOV •%
formed to it. Think how the people of
;:kaain U. L; and loreign
• , •
Sodom despised Lot when he pleaded
AtFOR CHOICE MEALS AND SHORT
A Complete Line of Children's Clothing,
with them. They knew him too well.
ORDER SPECIALTIES
Shoes and Furnithings.
whole,
the
on
Naomi's testimony,
east of Postoffice
door
2nd
Street
Ninth
than
rather
God
for
been
must have
against Him, else Ruth would never
have acted or spoken as she did. May
n for t
"7a or pi oto ci
..r,irimiity
Ft ' • Lock,
her immortal words be ours as we
riots
turn to Him who loved us and gave
all lines during August. -Call
Reduced prices
OPPOSITE THE JOHN MOAYON
Himself for us (verses 16, 17), and
and be convinced. No. 11, Elks Bldg
COMPANY
may we indeed be as devoted to Him
with every Sc Admission
Vote
one
give
will
We
1
as she was to Naomi. There is another gentile who always comes beO Suits sent for, cleaned, pressed and delivered. Lafore me when I think of Beth; I mean
dies work a specialty. Suits made to order. Agents
Mai, the Gittite, who said to David,
Globe Tailoring Co. and Edwin E.Strauss Co.,
for
71 0
12:
"As the Lord liveth and as my lord • tailor made clothes at less cost
art
.°
4/4.6,•••••••
business.
the king liveth. surely in what place
We give votes
Proprietor.
MERRITT,
W.
M.
in
166
whether
be,
'Phone
shall
king
the
lord
my
Both Phones Tv
Cash or Credit
death or life, even there also will thy
Ninth St
These
21).
xv,
Sam.
(II
be"
fervant
Next to Court House,
gentiles make us think of two others
will give one vote for each 10 cents
tlopkinsville, Ky.
ought always to be good. That's the only way we
In the gospel story, likewise a man and e
paid au subscriptions to the
0 know how to do it. For entire new jobs or repair
a woman who greatly refreshed our
New
work engage. Estimates cheerfully furnished.
Lord by their great faith.
• CO..
LUMBER
HOPKINSVILLE
Which is Clipped from the
The words "steadfastly minded" •
Both Phones
Incorporated
Kentucky New Era,
(verse 18) Limke us think of Acts vii, •
55; xl, 23; I Cor. xv, SS, and work in
us a great desire to see "Jesus only"
• Kimball
and run 7,7,Ith patience looking unto
Piano Contest.
Graduate of Ontario Veterinary Col Him.
Corner 7th and Vir Sts
on easy payments.
"So the two went" (verse 10) points
lee, Toronto, Canada.
FOR
6th
Specialist in Surgery, Foot, and as to anoner instance of great devoCasDentistry.
Leg Lameness and
tion when Elisha refused to leave Elijah
tration or Stallions; firing by a new because he wanted a double portion
(Incorporated)
process. Very special surgical oper of his spirit,(II Kings 11, 1-15), and we
HARNESS
BUGGIES,
FINE CARRIAGES,
ations for tit cure of Spavins and
they
went
two
came;
they
"So
read,
GUNS,
COOK STOVES,
RANGES,
Strinhalt. Neurotomy for the:curE
Oilcloths, Linoleums and Rugs
AMMUNITION, MC
lameness in Navicular diseases, on; they two stood; they two went
they still went on and talked."
Gates livery stable,
'9
Ninth street, near L. & N.;„cle- When we desire to be filled with the
Engraved Cards.
Spirit as much as Elisha did that day
Telephone 1415.
.nr(ipr your engraved cards f
telephon and see Jesus as intently as he saw
1LLe
Don't put it:off 1\
E1111ah setnething ,will surely come
Attended
'

Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

t•-•
,

What is CASTORIA

CasWria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil,,Pare.
gone, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its ago is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
Colic.
Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bow( Is, giving healthy and natural sleep.

I

GENUINE

CASTORIA

•
•
•

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

We sell hem.

•
e
s

•

Planters Hardware
•
•
Company

In Use For Over 30 Years.

a

Let us4Figure With You on a
Martin Six Wheel Safety
-=Any Style

•
•
•

The Kind You Have Always Bought

Ito

The only way they can ever be better is to raise the pinnacle---elevate the standard—and evedt then our vehicles
will be found at the top. • They are
not so high in prices, thoudh, as to
be out of reach of most vehicle users.

lt•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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•
•
• JEFF MORRIS •

•
•
0•1100000

•

T. B. HOUSE,

6

MAKER
OF

FINE
Y SHOES

Physician and Surgeon

Kentucky

•
M 11M2r.
• frmzenessammINI11115
•
•
•
•
• Sealed Ballot Box at Anderson-Fowler Drug Co., Incorporated
•
•
ROPER & LONG,
The Anderson-Fowler Drug Co.

8F-N S. wINFREE, •
Fire and Life
with Winfree & Knight

•

FOR
PAINLESS
EXTRACTION OF
TEETH

Hopkinsville - Steam- Bakery

,111

4

6
0

fit

e
Incorporated.
4
4
Leaders in Toilet
Smokers' Supplies,
Votes given with each be purchase at our Fountain or Cigar Counter.

M. D. KELLY,
•
O The Leadind Jeweler and Optician
and fitting eyes. Consultation free. Call The Virginia-St. Meat Market It I
$
•
Fresh and Smoked T. H Richardson * GOLAY & HURT,
Proprietor
Meats of All Kinds.
•
• Livery, Feed and Board Stable.

. FIRST
CLASS DENTAL
WORK
GO

Louisville
Dental
Parlors

God,

T. E

ate's Restaurant

S
•
6
•
S. B. HOOSER & CO.,
•
• The Most UP.to-Date Millinery
on
•
0
•
HOPKINSVILLE PANTATORIUM

Is

Vitalized Air
Administered
\A, hen Desired

•
0
0

Louisville Dental
Parlors

•
•

THIS COUPON

J. T. WALL 6k CO.,
Clothind,Shoes, Hats,Furnishings

KEACH FURNITURE CO.,
leading dealers in
than;ready made.
on all cash paid in our
Furniture, - Carpets - and - Stoves

TIN AND PLUMBING WORK

The New
Era or Weekly
Work or on advertising.

•

Veterinary Surgeon,

over;

•
•
•

The Original 1 heatorium

Daily 611
Era and on Job

J. MILLER CLARK,
GROCERIES and PRODUCE
R. E. Qualls Music Co.,
Pla.ers
Piano
Pianos
Specials—Heinz's Line, Swift's Prem. Breakfast
Pianos
Player
and
Organs
and
Bapon, Live and Dressed Poultry, fish and oysters
Scild i
in season, Kimmerling Butter, Phones, Home 114
Cumb 600. Cor. and Vir. Sts.
PLANTERS HARDWARE CO.,
a
T. M. JONES,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in
•
Staple - and- Fancy. Dry - Goods
Carpets,
•

Dr. R. L. Bradley,

by letter or
to.
'7ILLE - KENTUCKY

-

Free,$500 Kimball Planoi

sum invested in a Fire Insurance
Policy.

at Gray &

and

gfrootitels,•••••••••••,•••••••••••••••••••••••‘••••64.00e
•
•
•

that it

Is Good for One Vote
In the

Hunter Wood 86 Soo lest, hatches all
Hopicinsville, -

Did It Ever Strike You

!flit

tisee

Attorneys-at-Law.

•
•
N000tr.m.06004.••••••••••••••2

7;

e iseicoo.

•

O Special attention given to repairing of all kinds.
9 Satiirdction guaranteed. Shop down stairs in
et• Phoenix building, on Ninth Sr,

it CO.
SWIFT
O.Sf,venth
St., WaskIngton, D. C.

Incorporated

t
:.

•

Piano on Exhibition at J. I'. Wall &

iory Of God.

of

11100000.11,4^41,41•06' ‘110•••••••••••••010.41.0,

famommel111111
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•
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J
UDGE LANDES ANSWERS SUM- most prominent citizens. •
Judge Landes' mother wasSusanna
ONS OF DEATH.
Kelly, who was reared in Christian
county and was of Irish descent.
She died here in 1873. Judge Landes
was educated in the local schools
arid in the University of Virginia.
He began the study of law when
youth and studied with distinguishee-0114..
ed lawyers. He completed his course
-Formerly Judge of the Court of Ap- in the law school of the University
of Virginia and was licensed to pracpeals and Member of the
tice in 1858. He was admitted to the
Senate.
local bar in 1859. From 1862 to 1866
he was county attorney of Christian
county. As city judge of HopkinsAT ALL DEALERS —
PRICE 25 504.
ville he served from 1870 to 1874. In
(From Monday'is Daily.)
1893 he was elected to the senate of
Send for free book on Horses. Cottle, Hogs and Poultry — -Address Dr.Earl &Sloan, Bostdn MOS3.
the
Landes,
I.
for
and
'Kentucky
served
two
years,
Joseph
Judge
Nestor of the Hopkinsville bar, resigning his place as a legislator to
formerly state senator and judge of accept the appointment of judge of
the court of appeals, and one of the court of appeals, which had
Kentucky's distinguished lawyers, been tendered to him by Gov. Braddied at an early hour Sunday morn- ley, to flillthe vacancy oc,asioned by
ing at his residence on North Main the death of Judge John R. Grace.
.street. He tiad been an invalid sev- He filled this position until the eleceral months from a complicated tion of his successor in 1806, and
bowel trouble and death. relieved since that time had devoted himself
him of great suffering which, at all to the regular practice of his protimes, he had borne with noble fession in this city. At the time of
his death he held the position of
-Christian fortitude.
CONFLICTING STORIES ARE TOLD and in a few minutes Powelldropped
earthly
from
removes
in bankruptcy for the U. S.
referee
His death
the pistol to a shooting position and
OFT HE TRAGEDY
activities one of this city's most district court for the Western disfired,
but whom he was shooting at,
prominent and influential citizens trict of Kentucky, comprising the
if
at
anyone, he could not tell. Jones
ancta lawyer of deep learning and counties of Christian, Caldwell,
says
he tock the pistol away from
splendid ability. He filled many Crittenden, Hopkins, Lyon, Trigg
Powell
and knocked the latter down,.
public offices, and all of them with and Webster. Judge Landes was a
but
that
someone pulled him off and
rare capacity and fidelity. He was Mason in high standing and had
Powell
up, secured the pisjumped
possessed of a mind of unusual force been Master of his lodge and High
and
The
tol
ran.
pistol 'was found
and power, broadened and strength- Priest of his chapter. He was marunder the house where Powell had
ened by liberal education, and his ried April 27, 1865, in Columbus, 0.,
it.
thrown
judgment of men and 'matters was to Mary, eldest daughter Dr.Francis Verdict of Coroner's Jury Was That
weapon
was a 32-calibre Smith
The
sound and reliable. These qualities Carter. There were no children of
Result
the
Killing
Was
bullet struck the
Wesson.
The
&
made ban pre-eminectly successful this union.
the left eye and
over
just
woman
Of an Acnident.
Funeral services were held this
-as a lawyer, statesman and jurist.
penetrated the brain.
Firm and fearless in his convictions, afternoon at 2:30 at the First PresThe depravity of tha inmates of
he was at all times an approachable byterian church, conducted by the
house where the killing occurred
the
man, affable in his manner, sympa- pastor, the Rev. Edward H. Bull.
their destitution are said to be
and
thetic in his nature, true in his The casket bearers were Messrs.
Lillian Humphries, sixteen years extreme. The victim of.Powell's refriendship and tolerant towards John Stites, his law partner, A. M.
of age, was shot and instantly killed
was 'recently under arrest
those with whom he differed in Wallis, W. S. Davison, C. H. Die- Saturday night by Melvin Powell, volver
her oaths and obscenity
But the best part about it is that you not
opinion. His courtesy was unfail- trich, R. H. DeTreville, James aged seventeen, at a resort South and
in
while
custody shocked hardened
ing, and especially was he kind and West, J. W. Downer and Douglas of the city. Immediately after the
prisoners.
only get back all you save but we add 3
considerate and helpful in his re- Bell. Interment in Riverside cemshooting Powell made his escape
lations with the younger members etery.
and no trace of him has been found.
cents annually to every dollar you leave with
of the bar. He was a native of Ho •
A tickling cough, from any cause,
Reports of the shooting are very
Muscular Pains Cured.
kinsville and all of his long and
us. And you can begin with one single dollar
conflicting. Coroner Allensworth is quickly stopped by Dr. Shoop's
"During the sumer of 1903 I was
Cough Cure. And it is so thorough.
useful life was spent here, save the
of
verdict
the
and
inquest
an
held
ly harmless and safe that Dr. Shoop
time he was completing his law troubled with muscular pains in the
the jury was that the-shooting was tells mothers everywhere to give it
instep
my
of
foot,"
says
S.
Mr.
Pedstudies and his service in the senate lar, of Toronto, Ont. "At times it
accidental, the evidence given be- without hesitation even to very
and on the bench at Frankfort. His was so painful I could hardly walk.
fore them showing that the pistol young babies. The wholesome green
We Pay 3 Per Cent Interest on Savings
leaves and tender stems of a lungcareer undoubtedly added lustre to Chamberlain s Pain Palm was rewas discharged while a scuffle be- healing mountainous shrub furnish
to
I
so
it
me,
tried
commended
and
the notable eminence of the profeswas completely cured by one small tween Powell and another man was the curative properties toDr.Shoop's
Accounts.
sion in Kentucky, and the communi- bottle. I have since recommended
Cough Cure. It calms the cough and
going on.
in
sustained
has
lived
he
which
ty in
bronchit to several of my friends, all ef
The sister of the dead woman heels the sore and sensitive no chlomembranss. No opium,
ial
his death a great loss. Learned and whom speak highly of it." For sale
claims that the shooting was inten- roform, nothing harsh used to injure
skilled in law, he was ignorant by Anderson-Fowler Drug Co., intional and tl4at Powell had threat- or to suppress. Simply a resinous
corporated.
of the art of the shyster and of the
ened to kill 'her. A man named plant extract that helps to heal adhtricks of the pettifogger. and scorned
call this
Jones, who was in the room at the ing lungs. The Spaniards
'The
uses,
doctor
anything
that
the
disdain
which
ehrub
high
with
time,. says that POwell entered the Sacred Herb." Demand Dr. Shoop's
would lower the dignity of his proroom with the pistol in his hand and Take no other. Sold by Anderson &
fesSion.
•
that he and Powell began scuffling •FOwler Drug. Co., incorporated.
in
The
People
Best
Says
Hopkinsville,
Landes
Judge
life
religious
in his
L. L. Elgin. Guaranteed in Catarrhwas particularly active and consisal Trouble.
tent. He had been a member of the
Presbyterian church since childNo[other remedy or medicinal
hciod, and since 1867 had been ruling
elder of the First Presbyterian treatment has ever been as popular
c4urch of this City: He had been or made so many remarkable cures
superintendent of the Sunday school in Hopkinsville as Hyomei.
The best people attest its curative
since 1865. He was a veritable
says L. L. Elgin, who is the
,virtues,
in the church and a devout folLEARN ITS TRADING ADVANTAGES AT N() EXPENSE
lower of the Master, and never al- local agent. The fair way in which
lowed anything to interfere with lais Hyomei, was sold, to refund the
rdligious duties. His home life was money unless it gave satisfaction,
•obe of constant happiness and in- was the best proof when it .was inspiration. Having no children, troefticed that it possessed unusual
Judge Landes and his noble wife curative powers. L. L. Elgin took
lavished their affections upon an all the risk of the treatment giving
LIBERAL arrangement of Hopkinsville's merleft
to
and
satisfaction,
it
the
purMrs.
Landes
adopted daughter. To
chants whereby the trade is afforded the many Of the Association, all of Whom Corand this daughter his loss is felt chasers to be the judge.
Of the Association, all of Whom Cordially Invite You.
Later, when Hyomei was used and
more poignantly than cold words
dially Invite You.
merchandising that
live
the
by
offered
opportunities
our
by
recommended
well-known
.ean ever express, and to them the
Forbes Mfg. Co.,
has given this city the reputatiou of being the cheap' (Incorporated)
"Onderest sympathy of the com- physicians and business men and
Co.,
Et
Diamonds, Jewelryk
Anderson
H.
J.
their wives as a treatment that
munity is extended.
Cut Glass, Fancy China, Hard- \
MilliShoes,
Clothing,
country.
the
Goods,
in
market
Dry
est
ware, Stoves, etc.
Judge Landes was born in Hop- absolutely cured catarrh, no mat ter
nery, Carpets. Ladies Garments.
or
how
long
serious
standing,
the
insville
3, 1836. Both on
First National Bank,
t e paternal and maternal side he sales rapidly grew and today there
Anderson Fowler DrugCo
United States Depositary.
was a descendant of honorable fam- is no other remedy in L. L. Elgin's
Novelties,
(inc irpor
Drugs and School Book'.
ilies. The Landes were of German large stock that has such a large
Hopper Et Kitchen,
Books, Wall Paper, Window Shades
descent and emigrated to Virginia and staple sale.
Bank.bf Hopkinsville,
from Pennsylvania. Judge Landes' . The first breath of Hyiimers healBuy a ticket to Hopkinsville, take a receipt from the agent or conT. M. Jones,
Capita. $100 000; Surplus, $35.000
grandfather came to Kentucky in ing air kills all catarrhal poison.
Dry Goods, Carpets, Cloaks.
ductor, and when you make a purchase of one of the members of this
Try
Hyomei
today
L.
on
L.
Elgin's
1806. His father, Isaac Landes, afBassett kit Co.,
association here named, show your ticket or receipt and have t
ter living awhile in Greenville, en- offer to refund the mony if the treatM.D. Kelly,
DO Goods, Men's F'urnimhings, Laold Reliable Jeweler
your purchase entered in INK and he fir 's name stamped
of
amount
tered upon the mercantile basin 355 ment does not give you satisfaction,
dies Garments, Men's Suits, Shoes.
In Hopkinsville i n 1 820 a red and you will soon become its friend
under their printed name. Continue using this book until through
H. A. Keach &. Co.,
it
and
to
reccmmend
others.
There's
.of
Christian county's
was one
Cook •St Higgins,
then bring your bo k and R. R. Ticket (or receipt) to the
Furniture, Stoves, Carpets
Tring,
shinothing else that gives such quick
Drugs, lieliday Novelties, Fancy
corner
Bank,
National
First
the
in
Association
office of theeMerchants
curative results in catarrhal condiCandies.
John Moayon Co.,
tions.
Ninth and Main stre, ts, and your fare both ways will be paid you in
Dry Goods, Clothing. Shoes.
Quick as a Wink
City Bank,
cash on the following conditions:
That exactly expresses it. Just as quickly
$60.000; Surplu. $70,000
Capital
When the stomach, heart or kidKentucky New Era,
as you can stir the contents of one package of
i or•Nr
s
A purchase of $15 from any crie or any number of the members
ney nerves get weak, then these orDaily and Weekly Paper. Job
Commercial St Savings
gans always fail. Don't drug the stoPt
entitles ou to fares both ways if you five not over 20 miles from
mach, nor stimulate the heart or
Bank
kidneys. That is simply a makeshift
T. L. Metcalfe
THE DAINTY DESSERT Get a prescription known to drug- Pays 3% interest on Saving Deposits
Florist
and Launderer
the
of
members
number
any
or
A purchase of $25 from any one
Into a pint of boiling water, you will have pregists everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Redelight
L. L. Elgin,
pared a dessert which will surprise and
stora0ve. The Restorative is preparentitles yon to fares both ways if you live not over 50 miles from
Planters Bank 13t Trust Co
all who taste it. When it has become cold it
Rexall
Candies,
Stationery,
Drugs,
for
these
especially
ed
weak
inside
more
a
For
eat.
to
ready
be
will jellify and
Loans and Investments. Real Estate
hopkinsvire
Remedies.
elaborate dessert try the following:
nerves. Strengthen these nerves,
and Trustees
build them up with Dr. Shoop's ReBanana Cream.
'
purchase of half these amounts entitles you to fare one way.
A
Frankel s Busy Store
Peel five large bananas, rub smooth with five
storative --- tablets or liquid—and
J. T. Wall St Co.,
teaspoonfuls of sugar. Add one cup sweet
quickly
come.
help
how
will
see
Geiels, Shoes, Clothing, Dry
Dress
Be sure to get receipt from agent or conductor for your R. R. fare
cream beaten to a stiff froth,then one package
Clothing,
Shoes, Hats and Gents
Free sample test sent on request by
Goods, Ready-to-Wear Garments.
of Lemon Jell-0 dissolved in one and one-half
Furnishings.
as it must be shown baore boo!: is
cups of boiling water.
Dr. Shoop, of Racine, Wis. Your
Pour in mold or bowl
health is surely worth this test. Sold
Louisville Dental Parlors
For further fnformation address
and when cold garnish
Warfierd kit WestShoe Co
by Anderson & Fowler Drug Co. (inwith candied cherries.
ti.,od
Set of Teeth for $5
Incorporated
Shoes Exclusively
Serve with whipped
corporated)

The discriminating

farmer keeps a supply of

N'S
SLOA
NT
IME
LIN
For spavin,curb,splint, sweeny, capped hock, founder.

,DISTINNISNED KENTUCKIAN

strained

tendons, wind !Duffs and all lameness in horses
For thrush, foot rot. and gorge on collie and sheep
For hog distemper, hog cholera; Fhumps and scours in hogsFor diarrhoea,canker and roup in poultry
E $ 1.00

GIRL SHOT TO DEATH BY YOUNG
MAN IN RESORT NEAR THE CITY
SLAYER IMMEDIATELY FLED

No One Is
Accident
Proof.

4,

And Opening of a Savings Account
is the Best Insurance Against
an Accident Becoming
a Calamity.
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WHO USES HYOMEI?
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sville
to
Hopkin
Trip'-u
a
Come Take
,„„

R1 R. Fares Refunded Continuously From Deci 1st, 1907, to March 1st, 1908
Members
Members A
Read the Plan and Be Our Guest;

cream.
BeautffnA, Illustrated recipe booii free.
Address

NA Co., Le Rot.L T.

R. C. Hardwick,
ihe taxi

Hart

8042

Jewelry, Novelties, Drugs, Xmas
Goode.

MISS MARY G. STARLING, Manager,
Hopkinsville, Ky.

,
4‘

F. A. Yost Co.,
ancorporated.) Buggies. Harness,
Hardware. Stoves. Paints
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sician

The best m ed:cin es in the
l;urld cannot take the place of
the family physician. Consult
him early when taken ill. If
the trouble-is with your
throat, bronchial tubes, or
luzgs, ask him about taking
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral. Then
take it or not, as he says.

Grease
OF THE PLANTERS'
PROTECTIVEHelps the Wagc!! up
HON.

1
esseGE DELIVERIES OF TOBACCO

ASSOCIA

IN HOPKiNSVILLE

the li'fill
Business of Importance Transacted—
Address Is Made by Joseph E.

The load seems lighter—Wagon
and team wear longer—You maize
more money,and have more time
to make money, when wheels are
greased with

I Situation Is Altogether Promising, In
Spite of the Financial Condition.—

Washington of Tennessee.

Good Prices.

Mica Axle Grease]
—The longest wearing and most
satisfactory lubricant in the world.
STANDARD OIL CO.
ineorpv.ratod

I yield to the acre. The rank in q
is not surpassed in Kentucky.
only is Christian in first rate sl
but nearly all the counties in
repion are coming to the front \
favorable reports. The Muhlenb report says: "Probably the farm
of Muhlenburg cpunty are the h,
situated of any during the prest
financial depression. The Society
Equity has distributed during t.
last two weeks nearly $16,000 the ri
mainder of the purchase price of th4
1905 crop of tobacco. Tne independent manufacturErs are receiving tobacco f o r w h i c h, o f
course, they are paying cash, and
the Equity people wil oon begin to
receive the present cr
which is being pooled, advancing a part of the
price therefor. Our banks are also
in fine condition, cashing all checks
and turning nothing down." Trigg
and Todd rnako equally satisfactory
reports. Hopkins county is sti,11
hampered to some extent, it is reported, by its bank certificate opera
tions, but this condition is expected
d
to
t rbseon
merely
arkteetmip
soroax.i ngThe
upHaennd-

•

The meeting at the courthouse
Monday, of the Christian couuty exi FRIDAY, DEC.6 1907
Tobacco continues to pour into
e
ecutive committee of the Planters'
this city from Christian and conProtective association, was well attiguous counties and, notwitshstand156ace has her victories no less
i
tended and the proceedings were
% ing the financial Situation in the
•
CERULEAN NOTES.
that war—and then there's football. Bilious attacks, sick-headaches, indigesel country at large, local prospects are
tion, constipation, dizzy spells — these full of interest. Chairman W. W.
I
vicewas
present.,
as
Radford
was
unusually rosy. Money conditions
are some of the results ot an Inactive
Miss Elizabeth Rascoe, our effiBnllooning lacks one thrilling liver. Ask your doctor if he endorses chairman W. T. Fowler, secretaryin
Hopkinsville have been gratifying
phae.There are no speed ordinances Ayer's Pills in these cases. The dose W. A. Glass and a majority of the cient school teacher, went to May- from the very first of the so-called
,
is small, one pill at bet;ille.
precinct committeemen. There were field last Thursday to attend an as- panic. The banks have gone right
to 1:4 violated.
1,---Aisdo by the J. C.Ayer Co., ..!..vr oil. Tv.T As-0.—•
of teachers.
several visitors from adjoining cone, ahead doing business at the old
being
among
these
ties,
Bradle.
Rev. J. L. B. Darnell preached stand and that there have been no
It probably no more true that
leaf is,bring 9.25, lugs, 9, and trash
Resolutions of Respect.
Wilson, chairman in Hopkins court- Saturday and Sunday at the Primi_ withdrawals of deposits for hoarding
tin sPldiers make fighters of boys
3. It is announced from Owensboro
ty.
II purposes show the confidence of the
,
tive Baptist chiirch.
that the trade is ready for purchasthan,it is that Teddy bears make
protest
being
of
the
matter
The
I people geeerally in these institusoof
our
Since
the
last
meeting
;
Mrs. Walter Powell, of Hopkins-1
ing
and that the auction house will
groW-.1ers of girls.
dons. _ Tobacco is selling at high
ciety, our all wise Heavenly Father made by the prizers over the ruling ville, visited her
sister, Mrs. J. W.
be
open
continuously day and night,
prices on the loose floor. Prices
has seen fit, in his mercy, to call of the associatif n where 25 cents per 14'ra -cis, of
Cerulean,
on
Thanksexcept
Sunday,
with morning sales
during the past week have be n
The claim that prunes cause bald- from a life of service here, to a high_ hundred of the prizing charge is held giving
day.
e
--71
at
8:30
o'clock and aftetnoon sales at
Lugs, 5.60 to 7.50; common leaf, 8 to
ness was started oy some doctor er service above, our beloved trees- back until the tobacco 418 sold, was
'
1:30
o'cleck.
The Methodist congregation here 9:enedium leaf, 10 to 11; There has
discusged at length. This commitGarrott.
i
who was trying to make trouble for urer, Hattie
tee has no authority to take definite obaerysd Thanksgiving -day with a been no really good tobacco placed
Therefore, Be it Resolved,
Barred Plymouth Rocks Exclusively.
his landAdy.
on the loose floor, and the, ware-•
First, That in the death of our action, but the discussion was for sernion by Brother Royster.
.
treasurer, we have lost a faithful, the purpose of getting' the sense of • Mrs. Lucy Atwood, Miss Olia At- housemen say that when it is offered
Show birds and layers. Give me
A Harvard professor says aversion wise_and efficient member. .,
the meeting for the guidance of the wood, Mr. and Mrs. Custus More- it will bring fancy prices. Both the
a
trial
and be convinced.
Second, That we will lovingly chairman when the question was field and child, of Cadiz, and Mr. independent people and the asSoeta. to work is really illness. Here is
DANIEL SUBURBAN FOUL
where an indefinite lay-off is going cherish the memory of her beautiful taken up in the directors meeting at and Mrs. Hubert'Fickeh, of • Hop- tion have had large deliveries. Now, TRY YARDS,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
life; and try to emulate her noble Guthrie. A prizing contract was kinsville, spent Thanksgiving with that peacehas been declarad between
to be asked.
Cumb.'Phone 718.
W
awarded to R. M. Meacham at Mrs. .1. L. Turner.
Christian example.
4 the trust buyers and the farmers'
4
"Life is all the nobler that she Gracey.
organizations, there is a much easier
Mr. W. P. Barrow and little son feeling in the
Dibgenes was not like a modern lived, and all she loved the dearer
Hon. Joseph E. Washington, of
county, though there
The South Kentucky
muck-raker or investigator. He did for her sake, and death is all the Tennessee; was present and ad- made a business trip to Cerulean been no lessening of precaution. As
Buildind St Loan
dressed the.audience on the tobaco Frictity.
an evideneeof this, Fairview citizens
not go around looking for dishones happier that she's there."
reviewed
the
causes
Third, That we eitend our deep- situation. He
- Mr. and Mrs. Cbevis Groom, of report that a large number of wagons
Association
ty. He knew it was always there.
of
the
formation
to
the
leading
up
heavily
family
est
sympathy
to
her
bereaved
leaded
with
Cobb,
Todd
county
visited
toCerulean
relatives
at
(Incorporated)
i.....70........m....
bacco passed through that place a
and pray that God's blessing 'may association and to the benefits which several days last wee c.
Offers
You
the Best Investments
Seyeral men have been convicted
had already been derived from it.
few nights ago, headed ,fo Hopkinsrest upon them.
for Your Savings.
Mrs. J. S. White's nephew, Mr.
and liient to prison in New. York for
ville, and every wagon was guarded
Fourth, That these resolutions be He severely scored those farmers
it invests its funds
Cooper, ba.i come to spend the w'riBecause solely
stealing electricity. This naturally spread upon the minutes of the socie who remained out of the organizaby foer men armed with shotguns.
in first mort
ter with Mrs. "White's family.
They arrived at their deslination
gages on the homes of the peocomes under the head of shocking ty, that a copy be sent to the family tion as being persons who were getpie in t'lis city,and thus as::
and also to the county papers.
Ong the benefit of the sacrifices of , There were five persons baptized without encountering any ob-tacle.
crimes.
of tne risks attendant upon
all
their neighhors. He stated that last at Buffalo church Sunday as a result According to reports of exp-rienced
MRS. R. L. BAKER,
.... •.
commercial banking.
year there had been sold on the of the meeting there during the past tobacco men, the present crop is
MRS. J. J. GARROTT,
of its loans are
. Balloon travel is rapidly becotnBecause all
MRS. MAMIE L. BARNES, Hopkinsville market a total of 6,500 two weeks.
short, and considerably above the
payable in small
lilting More safe and scientific. We
Mrs. Lucien Long has been visit- average in quality. For this reason,
Committee.' hogsheads of tobacco at an average
monthly fesymeuts, beginning
__________eeee
..,ee—____
price of ;9.25 per hundred, or nearly ing friends in Evansville for several if no other, the growers are expebtas soon as the loan is made,
may all fly yet, even if some of titt
and thus reducing the loan and
Send Your „Cow, Steer, and Horse three hundred per cent increase over days.
big better prices ler their ereduct
never get a chance to wear wings.
.
increasing our relative security
Hides,
the prices paid in 1903. He said that
Judge John D. Shaw, of Cadiz, than heretofore,. though last year's
all the time.
crop of 1906 brought the was in Cerulean last Monday on of- 13rices were unusually good. Accordtobacco
tho
Call and let us explain the plans
Notice.
Calf, dog, and other 'skins, to the farmers of the Black Patch $7,000.000
ing to the latest stetement i-sued.by
of the Association.
ficial ousiness.
Crosby Frisian Fur Co., Rochester and predicted that the 1907 crop
departmen of agriculture at WashH. C. Gant, - Pres.
Mr. and Mrs. K A. Rawls' little ington, the Hopkinsv Ole districts
Friends and Patrons:
N. Y., to be converted into fur coats, would bring not less than $10,000,000.
J.E.McPherson, Sec.
d after' December 1st, 1907. robes, gloves, mittens or rugs. They and that succeeding years would daughter, Flora Hays, has been sick shows a much reduced acreage with
0
ire
the
largest
custom
fur
tanners
of
we ill discontinue se}14-rrg our proshow heavy increases in for several days with smith t fever, quality 92 percent., wit h 800 pounds
large wild and
animal skin continue to
but she is getting along very nicely
due e eitNr04es. cas,-- or credit, ex- in the world. domestic
Send for illustrated the money received as the assume
ceptt through rs.r dealers. We -italog.
Lion arm stronger and stronger. He now.
46:
app9eciate the past patronage of out
further predicted that within anoth
Mrs. Pollard and Mr. Joe Moore,
-gib
•
been
buying
from
have
who
friends
(
er year the association would have of . welionia, visited Mrs. E.
'F.
us either at the mill door or deliverrepresentatives in the foreign coun- e400dwill Thanksgiving day.
ed t their houses, but as it has been
tries who would sell the tobacco dithe esire and request of the mer- if Furred and Coated, it Is a Warni ng rect to those governments, thus elite •Mr. G. A. Haukley has been appointed administrator of the estate
t chants that the mills do no retail
of Trouble to Come,
tine. out the middleman and putteig
of Chas. H. Stewisrt, deceased.
' busibess, stating that they woul
into the poekets of the farmers the
When
it
is
morning
the
the
after
at all times fill these or
and 'could
,
. W.
Mr 'George S. Gaines and wife
money which they were now tee.
ders' at same prices as tbe 'Mills night before, you do not have to look c-iiving. In closing his address, Mr visited in Cadii last Thursday.
11
4
.1
would make for th same quantity, at your tongue to know that the Washington urged the farmers to
WHAT'S
, ,,
we dave decided to accede to their .tomach is upset, the head is aching stand
one to their Wedges and riet
wiahles, and withdraw from what i- with a dull rhythm and all the world to allow themselves to be led off by worth doing is worth doing well If
you wish to he cured of RheinhatknoVn as the consumers' trade, looks black and dreary.
flattering offers. He also said that ism, use Ballard's Snow Liniment
might
It
have
Newbeen lobster
handthe schedule of prices which would and you will be "well cured."
t turOng this business into the
of tile merchants, and will aim to burgh, Welsh rarebit or some other be adopted at Guthrie in a few days positive cure for Sprains, Neuralgia,
'havi at all times a stock of our flour, tasty dish that looked much better would be based on the high price.; Bruises, Contracted Muscles and all
,
meal and 'feed in the geoceries ane it night than the morning after. which the independent dealers are the ills that flesh is heir to. A. G. M.
ei feed stores of Hopkinsville and vi- There is no need to looki at the now paying for the tobacco which Williams, Navasota, Tex., writes:
"I have used Snow Liniment for
cinity, and we wish to solicit a con- tongue thermometer then for symp- they are getting from the non-asso- sprained ankle and it gave the best
•••••mmoonmordosaumman
tinuance of patronage in the use of toms of trouble. Yo'n naturally go dation farmers.
of satisfaction. I always keep in the
house." Sold by L. A. Johnson &
ur products through these dealers. to your box of Mi-o-na stomach tabWe have the very Best
Co.
Kindly bear this in mind, and do lets, and with one of the little reCHILDREN'S.
Woven • Wire Fence
not 'phone or send your orders to lievers bring joy and gladness to the
Dr.
T.
B.
House
will
leaveto-night
favorite tonic is White's Cream
the 'ill to be filled, as we certainly physical system.
made, any height, 27
The real time to watch the tongue Vermifuge, the cure for worms and for Louisville for some special work
would have to refuse to fill them,
all children's dislases. It not only, and will remain until January 1st.
to 55 inches.
• a_nd this of course would be ember- is all the time. If it is coated with kills the worms, but removes the
rasOng to us as well as to those send_ a white fur, or possibly with dark mucus and slime in which they
To check a cold quickly, get from
ing 'the,orders. When you want trimmings, even though the stomach build their nests. Its action on the your druggistsome little Candy Cold
flour, nienleer feed order it from tie does not tell you by the acute pains child is mild and leaves him in a tablets called Preveutics. Druggists
healthy condition. Joe Daniel,
grocery or f...e.a. store that you do of indigestion that it needs help, yet Surmac, Tenn.. says that he gave everywhere are now dispensing Prebusiness with, it'het- they will give the coating shows that you are get- one of his children White's Cream ventics, for they are not only safe,
ting into a bad way and that there is Vermifuge when the doctor thougnt but decidedly certain and prompt.
the same prompt attention.
it had colic, and holm the first dose Preventics contain no Quinine, no
ACME MILLS & ELEVATOR CO. need of Mi o-ua.
laxative, nothing harsh nor sickenUsed at the first symptom of a the child passed ./5 worms. Sold by ing. Taken at the "sneeze stage"
d4tw2t
(Incorporated.)
L. A. Johnson & Co.
Preventics will cure Pneumonia,
coated tongue, distress after eating,
1
Bronchitis, La Grippe, etc. Hence
headaches, dull and lifeless feeling,
.
'Early to Bed
th ) name, Preventies. Good for fei
Dividend
No.
10.
flatulence, or any other of the early
verish children. 48 Prevents 25 cts.
ne healthy symptoms of
and 'early to rise,mak
indigestion. Mi-o-na
Trial boxes 6 cts. Seth' by Anderhappy and wise--especial y f you
‘..ake: elerbine before retiring. A peg _ ,w.11 strengthen the stomach inuscles
At a meeting of the board of di- son-Fowler Drug Co., incorporated
and
---stive cured for Constipation, Dys- so that they will take "are of all the rectors of the Acme Mills & ,Elevator
.. pepsia and all liver complaints.Mrs. food that is eaten without the
S—,' Columbia, Tenn. . writes.: "I slightest pain or discomfort. It will company, held this date at its office,
a seml-annual divilend of 4 per cent
always keep a supply of your Her' - bine- on hand. Am se pleased with increase the flow of gastric juice b O was declared on the common stock'
We can suit anybody, either
the . relief it gives in constipation that the food digests as nature in- out of the net earnings for thee six
Course Attraction No. 5.
in price or quality. All kinds
.
4 and all liver complaints, that words tended it should, extracting
the months ending Nov. 30, 1907, and it
I can't express my appreciation, nourishment and strength
and ex- was orlered that: this dividend be
of Stoveware, Hardware, En" Soldi by L. A. Johnson &Co.
6-YS
pelling the waste from the system made payable at its office in Hop. _
amelware,
Non-rust
Tinware,
without further aid.
kinsville, Ky., on Jan. 10, 1900.
Trial Catarrh treatments are be61.4
Mi-o-na is so positive, so sure, so
J. B. GALBREATH, Secy.-Treas.
ing mailed out free, on request, by
Dr. Shoop. Racine, Wis. These tests reliable in its curative action upon Dec. 2, 1907.
d2t-wlt
_63 proving to the people—without a the stomach, that L. L. Elgin, the
pentife cost—the great value of this local agent. gives an absolute guar"
A Real Wonderland
scientific prescription known to antee with every 50 cent
box
he
druggists everywhere as Dr. Shoop'a
South Dakota, with its rich silver
Caterrh Remedy. Sold by Ander- sells, to refund the money uuless the mines, bonanza farms, wide ranges
Formerly the Court Orchestra
I
t
Come and see our new line,
son-Fowler Drug Co., Incorporated remedy gives absolute and complete and strange natural formations, is a
Hungary.
veritable wonderland. At Mound
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Mill Supplies

Our delicious Cod Liver
preparation without oil.
Better than old-fashioned •
cod liver oil and emulsions 0
to restore health for
Old people,delicate children, 9
weak run-down persons,and 0
after sickness,colds,coughs, 9
bronchitis and all throat and
lung troubles.

•

Everything Guaranteed.

AND CLAY
Home Phone 1097; Cumb. 165-2. Residence, Cumb. 408.
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Why Ren:1 a Farm?
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You can buy one on easy terms.

•

DRAUGHON'S

BUSINESS

I

Louis
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Plenty of good water. .Schools and churches convenient.
Taxes low.
We

0

Cumberland River Land Co.
Bear Spring, Stewart County, Tennessee.
401411049041100411111411041000041941000000(1/41100
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Telegraph Operators

a

WANTED

SANTA CLAUS
WILL BE AT

HARD WICK'S

Kentucky School
o Telegraphy
Owefisboro, Kentucky

AS USUAL, WITH HIS FULL
LINE. COME AND SEE

TOYS TO DIAMONDS

GO TO NEW MEXICO

GET A HOME FROM THE
GOVERNMENT F R E E.

DOING ALL KINDS OF

Sheet Metal Work

Company.
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Deming,

ser t

mean

IS OUR BUSINESS.

Liebig COMPANY'S
Extract of Beef

IF you have a.single item of Tin Work needing attention
lwe can prove our ability and skill in the trade and the
reasonableness of our charges. A call will be appreciated

E. V. Johnson
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belling
dishes.
and delicious
Claude P. Johnson, Mar.
& ddress LEIBIla CO., P. 0. Box 97 01110411. Phone 270.
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Don't fail to come first and get the pick and
choice of these great suit bargains. Sale begins
tomorrow, Friday, and last justs one week only.

Yuo can not afford to pass these great bargains
up even if you are already supplied. It will be
economy to buy for future use.

LE

•

Your Last Chance to Buy a Ladies Tailor-Made
Coat Suit at Cut Prices.
E HAVE only 69 Ladies, Misses and Children Coat-Suits on hand,and to close
them out quickly we have decided to give all who have not bought their coat
suits a chance to save from $5 to $15 on each suit we have left to offer you.

For One Week, Commencing Tomorrow, Friday
$10.00 Misses Coat Suit, only
6.30 Misses Coat Suit, only
12.50 Ladies and Misses Coat Suit

$5.00
3.25
6.25

15.00 Ladies and Misses Coat Suit
16.30 Ladies and Misses Coat Suit

7.30
8.25

$18.50 Ladies and Misses Suits
20.00 Ladies and Misses Suits
25.00 Ladies and Misses Suits
27 50 Ladies and Misses Suits
30.00 Ladies and Misses Suits

$9.25
10.00
12.50
13.75
15,00

Special Prices on Ladies, Misses, Childrens, Silk Outing, Cloth and Flannelette Kimenas
Dressing Sacks, Nightinggales, Childrens Steeping Garments, and Outing Cloth Gowns
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Just a Word
To Holiday Shoppers: Don't buy until you have visited our pretty store We have made an extra effort to put out before ()lir customers
complete line of Holiday goods ever brought to this city. Our Xmas stock embraces the desires of both young and old, s ch as the most

Fine Cut Glass

Fancy Mirrors

Kodaks, Purses, Dolls

Combs, Brushes

Holiday Cards

Toilet Sets

Xmas Box Paper

Manicure Sets

Bath Mats

Huyler's Holiday Box Candy

Military Sets

Hand Bags

Lowney's Xmas Candies
mnamiloimmn•mma

and other useful articles that would make fine presents for your friends. Don't fail to try us before you buy,
or if you do not wish to buy just peep L: at the prettiest store in the city.
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